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The President's Corner
With Commencement comes the end of my first year as President of Whittier
College. Dotty and I have been touched by the fine cooperation we have received
from everyone at Whittier—members of the Board of Trustees, faculty, students,
staff, alumni, and the people in the city itself. All have made us feel welcome, all
have listened to our future plans with enthusiasm.
We will start the new year with changes on campus, two new Vice Presidents,
James Avison in College Advancement and Richard Wood as Dean of the Faculty,
and a new Dean of the Whittier College School of Law, Elwood B. Ham, Jr. These
are outstanding individuals who come to us with records of achievement that will
help assure the academic quality and fiscal enrichment of the College.
There are other campus changes under way. Some will be visible, some not.
Mendenhall Building has a new roof and we are making a similar improvement in
Naylor Hall. There are special clean up programs for the summer—the Campus Inn
and beautification of the grounds are two examples. Through the generosity of
the Women's Auxiliary, we are landscaping the main (south) entrance to the
Ettinger Faculty Center. And hold your hat! We're planning to paint Mendenhall
Building white and to follow as needed with a similar treatment of each building
having a tile roof and a stucco exterior. Let's have a new face for Whittier College
in the new decade.
Eugene S. Mills

At last! Graduates, faculty, families and friends are seated and waiting.

Commencement 1980
T

here were 371 of them and they walked
solemnly from Mendenhall to the Harris
Amphitheatre, candidates for their Bachelor's,
their Master's and their Juris Doctor's.
All, the years, the lectures, the notes, the papers
to get in on time, the frustrations, the surge of
hope, the disappointments, the successes, led to
this ultimate and overwhelming satisfaction.
They filed into the Amphitheatre to their seats,
taking a moment to wave to friends who were
watching in anticipation.
President Eugene S. Mills addresses the graduates.
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The Trustees are robed.

0. to r.) President Mills
with Dave Brown, Lee
Owens, William H.
Marumoto '57, Ruth
Shannon, Bill Harris '55
and Vice Chairman R.
Chandler Myers.

At the corner of Painter Avenue the academic procession gets ready. Dr. Michael McBride carries the
mace, Librarian Phil O'Brien in the background.

Then the hush, and President Mills addressed
them, paying tribute to them and the families
who had supported them, worked with them and
believed in them. He introduced the speaker,
John Houseman, renowned actor, producer,
writer, director and educator, lauding his talents
and achievements. "Doubtless," the President
concluded, he is best known to you as the incomparable Professor Kingsfield of the Harvard
Law School, a role for which he won an Academy
Award in the film 'The Paper Chase' and which
he recreated so magnificently on television."
At the podium, John Houseman spoke on
"Quantity versus Quality," bemoaning the fact
that modern technology has tended to come out
on the side of the former to the detriment of the
latter. "The elimination of distance," he said,
"which should have brought the peoples of the
world closer together, merely seems to have
made it easier to report bad news more quickly."
He spoke of the media's concern with numbers,
the numbers that on television represent adverti-

"There are more important things than numbers, "John Houseman
at the podium.
2

Dr. Seuss is invested with the
Doctor of Literature by President Mills as Dr. John Dean
applauds.

President Mills, actor director John Houseman, Trustee Ruth Shannon.

sing dollars to the sponsors. "There are more important things than numbers," he told his audience, "there are qualities, there are pleasures and
sensations."
In conclusion, John Houseman quoted Oliver
Wendell Holmes' address to veterans of the Civil
War, "I think," Holmes said then, "that as life is
action and passion, it is required of a man that
he should share the action and passion of his
time at peril of being judged not to have lived."
Then the speaker exhorted the students to go
out into their chosen professions and activities
and live the passions of their time and not "to
fall into being just a part of the mass, with no
individual initiative and no individual courage."
After all the graduates had received their degrees, Trustee Ruth Shannon presented John
Houseman for the degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters, which was duly conferred by President
Mills.
Dr. John Dean, Professor of Education, then
introduced Theodore Seuss Geisel for the Doc-

tor of Literature Degree. "Theodor Seuss Geisel,
better known to the literary world as Dr. Seuss,"
he said, "is the creator of a zany menagerie of
gollywogg-eyed creatures blessed with logical
insanity. His artistic genius has produced half a
hundred books which have sold more than 10
million copies. He has written three Academyaward winning documentary films, and he has
changed the lives of millions of devoted readers
and viewers across the face of the earth. He
writes for young people and their parents, whom
he has identified as 'obsolete children.'Dr.Geisel
is among those gifted with the ability to add joy
to the lives of others, where often there is little
to suggest a smile . . . A Cat in the Hat,and other
beginner books have enabled good teachers
everywhere to bring new excitement to the skill
of gaining meaning from the printed page. Many
of our graduates today are among those who
loved and memorized every line of Yertle the
Turtle. Their parents well recall turning to Dr.
Seuss when they heard that universal plea,
'Read me a story.'

Three generations. (1. to r.)
Dr. Herb C. Newsom '53,
daughter Cindy (Newsom)
Cain '80, and President Emeritus W. Roy Newsom '34.

"Dr. Seuss," Theodor Geisel adjusts his mortarboard.
A lawyer at last! William Woo Wong with his wife and baby.

After the singing of the alma mater and a
prayer by Chaplain Jon Moody it was over and
the procession left the Amphitheatre, still orderly until they reached the quad. Then there was
a flurry of excited embraces from proud parents,
wives, husbands, children and friends, and already
some faint nostalgia at leaving the campus and
those who had been companions, roommates
and teammates. There were promises to write,
to visit, to share the experiences of the future.
Then the campus was quiet, the robes were
collected, the shouts of laughter silenced. But
the spirit of Whittier College went with them all,
and the memories. They'll be back, for Homecoming in November, for Class Reunions, on
other occasions. Their education will serve them
well in the years ahead, will become more valuable
with the passing of time, and their loyalty to
their alma mater will become always stronger.
The College salutes and values these new
alumni.

A beaming Kelley Kennedy is congratulated by Dr. Mills.
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The Heuristic Banner
Y

ou see the trim white figure
on the parallel bars, the intense concentration on the face.
You feel the muscles—tensing,
relaxing, tensing again. You hear
the deep, deliberate breathing.
It is the opening frame of a
film. Not, as you might imagine,
of a physical education program,
but of a course in speed learning.
The man is Larry Banner, B.S.
UCLA, M.A. CSULB, Ed.D. Arizona State University, and Director of the Reading Center at
Whittier College.
The film is one of nine halfhour programs on "Read/Think:
The Art of Reading," recently
shown on the Ohio State Public
Television station in Columbus
and now picked up in Canada,
with expectations of being shown
throughout the United States on
the Public Broadcasting System
in 1981.
A program on reading/learning
(Photo: Daily News)
with parallel bars?
Larry, who likes to de-emphasize his athletic prowess because
he feels the "Jock" image might
detract from the serious aspect
of his teaching, was a member of
the U.S. Olympic gymnast team
in 1960 and its captain in 1964.
In 1962 he went to Praque as a
member of the World Games
Team. The rigorous training he
then underwent has served in his
academic career, for the determination required to push oneself
Larry in Berlin.
just that little bit further in musmics, is based on Russel G.
cular control can also be used to
Stauffer's text, written ten years
direct the brain to intense conago. Larry first became acquaintcentration.
ed with Stauffer's work when he
The method of speed learning
was teaching in an elementary
practised by Larry, as well as that
school in Newport Beach.
of Evelyn Wood's Reading Dyna5

"We would have reading labs,"
he said, "and the more skilled
students would ask questions.
The research I did in looking for
the answers led me to Stauffer."
He brought reading materials to
the school and started using
Stauffer's methods with amazing
results.
"Skim, scan, study." These are
three purposes of reading, according to the Reading Center Director. "You skim through material
when looking for a particular
item, for example a number in
a phone directory; you scan a
manual for quick answers; and
you study a text for memory
retention, when you want to store
information on which to draw
later."
About a year ago, Larry was
approached by the company that
publishes the text, with a request
that he contribute to a series of
films detailing the Stauffer method. An advisory board, comprised of businessmen, industrialists and educators, was formed
to consult in the development of
the script, among them Larry,
who asserts that he was the least
well-known of anyone in the
group. For several months, Larry's
weekend routine consisted of
boarding the "red-eye special" to
Philadelphia Thursday night,
spending Friday, Saturday and
Sunday in conference with Academy Award-winning author Marc
Siegel, and catching the plane
back to Los Angeles late Sunday.
These conferences resulted in a
complete series of scripts, starting with a visual tracing of the
history of reading from cave
times to the present. "It's won
all sorts of awards," Larry stated,
"and is the U.S. entry in many

Larry Banner on the parallel bars.

foreign film competitions this
year."
Among the accolades the first
episode of the series has garnered are the New York International Film Award, Television
Festival Gold Award, and Cine's
Golden Eagle Award. An Academy Award nomination is also
expected.
Larry was recruited to be the
live action talent of the second
through ninth episodes, which
expand on the different types of
reading. He said the production
company screen-tested several
candidates but "they felt happy
with that shy professor on the
screen." When it came to Larry's
screen test, he wasn't exactly a
neophyte. While he was in college
he needed money, and earned it
on the Lucy Show, where he was
used in 40 hours of production.
He also appeared in the Hollywood Palace and with Debbie
Reynolds.
Larry's working partner in the
eight episodes he narrates is an
animated character called Busy
Bruce the Speed Learner, to
whom he explains the concepts
of the system in simple analogies,
among which are included the
parallel bars, fishing and driving
a sports car, the latter two being

Capt. of the U. S. Olympic Gymnast Team, 1964.

his hobbies, and in all of which
initial coordination leads to a
desired end.
The success of the Speed
Learning system, which has become recognized throughout the
nation, combined with the visual
impact of the television program,
has already caused an increase
in enrollment in the Reading
Center at Whittier, where Dr.

Banner and his assistants teach
students during the day and
professional men and women at
night.
"In the third grade," he said,
"we're told 'you've learned to
read, now read to learn. There's
no need to reconstruct the language of the writer, just his message.' Maybe we stop learning
how to read too soon."

From the Bookstore
The Bookstore has
made arrangements to
obtain autographed
copies of the new R. M.
Nixon book, The Real
War.

The price of this
volume, which has already sold out once at
the publishers and is
in its third printing in
France, is $12.50.
To obtain your copy,
send your check, with
$1.75 added for shipping and handling and,
if you are a California
resident, 75 cents sales
tax, to: The Bookstore
7214 S. Painter Ave.
Whittier CA 90602
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"A policeman's lot is not a happy

one." (The

Pirates of Penzance)

I

t is highly possible that the
highest ranking academic position in a college, that of Dean
of the Faculty, may also not
always be the happiest lot.
Consider first the Dean of Students. There are 24 hours a day
during which a plethora of questions regarding anticipations and
plans, ills and woes, achievements
and failures may be poured out
and left in the Dean's hands with
full expectation that they will be
solved and salved. Not easy, but
students expect to be counseled,
they are in college to learn.

For
He's
Aloily
Good
Fellow
ik

Riding in the Homecoming Parade, 1977

The Academic Dean, however,
is not dealing primarily with students. The problems that arise, the
questions that must be answered,
the proposals that have to be
implemented are not those of
burgeoning minds and maturing
bodies, they come from adult
individuals, secure in the knowledge that their aims are the result of thorough research in
fields which have been fully

mastered. They must be heard
without prejudice; the projected
ideas deserve full and serious
consideration; the protagonists
are seeking, not only their own
good, but that of the entire
college community.
Add to this the fact that a
college moves forward in accordance with the goals set for it by
its president and that, these
days, strict budgetary concern
7

limits the expansion of many
worthwhile programs.
The Academic Dean, then,
must adjudicate, not only as he
(or she) thinks best, but must
learn to see things through the
eyes of others and must commend
or recommend changes—in curriculum, in systems, in calendar, in
faculty personnel matters, and in
research—that may be at odds with
the dictates of his own personality.
This is the position Dr. Richard
B. Harvey has held at Whittier
College under three Presidents,
Dr. Fred Binder, Dr. W. Roy
Newsom, and since 1979, Dr.
Eugene Mills.
In February 1981, Dr. Harvey
will return to teaching full-time,
having retired as Dean this June.
Letters have come from many
alumni of the 1960's, the decade
when Dick Harvey taught in the
political science department. All
these have been lavish in their
praise of his teaching skills.
Present faculty members who
knew him in those days, including
President Mills, all concur that he
was a fine teacher, and he himself admits to missing the close

contact he once had with the student body.
But what of his Deanship?
The best way to describe his
service to the College in the past
ten years is to sum up briefly the
changes and reforms that have
taken place.
Bear in mind that although
faculty committees may make
decisions on such changes, even if
the initial move should emanate
from the Dean, the leadership
needed to implement them falls
squarely on his shoulders.
When Dick Harvey first took
office, the faculty had as many
part-time as full-time professors,
now it is overwhelmingly full-time.
At that time there were approximately 50% of the faculty who
had their final degree, now this
percentage has grown to over 75%
with their Ph.Ds.
In 1971 the College adopted
the then innovative "modular"
calendar, with five-week course
periods. At the time, this system
served a good purpose, but later
many students and faculty members found that the intensive five
weeks did not provide sufficient
time for in-depth study. In 1977
a "mixed" calendar was introduced, with some standard length
courses, and some, where the
nature of the study warrants,
five-week. Thus students now
have a greater opportunity to
chose the system that best suits
them. At the same time, the
liberal arts program was reemphasized so that students
have certain required courses that
must be taken before graduation.
This leads, as is intended, to a
more well-balanced intellectual
achievement.
A survey of non-returning
students, aimed at discovering
why the College did not retain
all entering freshmen, was one of
the Dean's innovations. This survey is an invaluable tool for the

With Nixon Scholar Paul Conrad (L.)

With Lee Strasberg (L.)
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administration and one which
helps the faculty in self-evaluation, as does the Faculty/Course
evaluation by students, also instigated by Dean Harvey.
To the Dean falls the responsibility for filling the Nixon Chair,
and through the efforts of Dean
Harvey, students, faculty and the
community have been fortunate
enough to meet and hear such
"greats" as satirist Richard Armour; scientists Edward Teller
and William H. Pickering; Admiral
Elmo Zumwalt, Jr.; Lee Strasb erg,
founder of the Actors Studio;
cartoonist Paul Conrad; composer
and Pulitzer Prize-winner John
LaMontaine; former presidential
advisor and television analyst
Dick Harvey (center) with Trustee Tom Bewley, helps Dr. Albert
Bruce Herschensohn; columnist Behnke with his hood. Commencement 1977.
Jack Smith and numerous others.
tant Dean, being appointed Dean
These are highlights that Dick
in 1971.
has found personally satisfying.
Author of Earl Warren, GoverThe extensive range of responsinor
of California(196 9) and The
bilities attached to the Deanship
Dynamics of California Governleave little time for personal develment and Politics (1970), Dick
opment, for writing, for keeping
Harvey has written numerous
abreast with developments in
articles for various journals. In
one's own field, for delving into
1961 and 1968 he was the recithe intricacies of California polipient of Haynes Foundation
tics—and State politics hold much
Grants, and is listed in a number
fascination for Dean Harvey.
of prestigious publications, inA teacher, an administrator.
cluding American Men and Women of Science; Contemporary
What next? If Dick Harvey has
Authors; Outstanding Educators
political ambition for himself, he
of America; Marquis' Who's Who
keeps it very close to his vest.
We must pay for each magazine
in the West; and The InternationStill. . . But toward whatever ulthat is returned to us for lack
al Authors and Writers Who's Who.
timate goal Dr. Richard B. Harvey
of the proper address. If you
have moved, or plan to do so,
sets his sights, one thing is cerHe is a member of the Newplease help us by filling out the
tain, he has the good wishes of
comen Society of North America
form
below and returning it to
Whittier College.
(his one opportunity, he says, of
the
Alumni
Office, Whittier Coltoasting England's Queen). Forlege,
Whittier,
CA 90608.
Richard B. Harvey received his
mer President of the University
BA from Occidental College and
Club of Whittier, of which he
his MA and Ph.D from UCLA,
has been a member since 1976,
Name
where he also taught. He came to
he is a member of a numberof
class
Whittier in 1960 as an instructor
other organizations, including
New Address
in Political Science, becoming
the American, Western, and
first an Assistant, then an AssociSouthern California Political
ate, and finally a full Professor.
Science Associations.
City
In 1969 he was Director of the
He and his wife, Patricia, live
State
Zip
Whittier College-in-Copenhagen
in La Habra Heights with their
Thank you!
program and in 1970 was Assisson, Tim, aged 12.

HAVE YOU
MOVED?
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A delighted Chief smiles broadly as
President Mills congratulates him.

A
Trib u t e
To The
" Chief "
A

ccording to John Strey, our
inimitable sports information director, Chief Newman took
over the Student Union on Saturday, May 10, and he didn't
even have to scalp anybody!
The occasion was a testimonial
dinner at which it was announced
that the name of the Memorial
Stadium would be changed to
Newman Field, and that an endowed scholarship had been established in the name of Wallace
J. Newman. The scholarship will
go to students with outstanding
academic achievement who have
also been active in extra curricular activities, with preference
being given to those of American
Indian heritage.

The Chief holds a bouquet of balloons sent by Trustee William H. Marumoto '57.

During the evening there were
toasts, roasts, resolutions and love
expressed for this revered man
who served the College and its
student athletes for thirty years.
A beautifully produced magazine-format publication, "The
10

Chief: A Tribute to Wallace J.
Newman," was distributed to
everyone who attended the function. It contained reminiscences
and tributes from faculty members, players and friends, with a
biographical account compiled

The Chief with Ray Dezember '53 beside the plaque for the newly-designated Wallace Newman field.

by Mel Rich, long-time friend of
the College and of the Chief, and
pictures going back to the Coach's
high school years.
Testimonials were reproduced
that were received from former
President Richard M. Nixon,
Presidents Emeriti of Whittier
College William C. Jones, Harold
Spencer, Paul S. Smith, Frederic
M. Binder, and W. Roy Newsom,
and from President Eugene S.
Mills, current President.
Articles were contributed by
Steve Gardner '40, "The Chief:
A Molder of Men and Teams,"
and Ray Canton '41, "The Chief:
Stand Up and Be Counted." The
list of awards and honors that the
Chief has received fill an entire
page of this 58-page book that
details a lifetime of service to
youth.
And to quote John again,
"Indeed, it was Newman's night
on campus and if ever a man
deserved a night, the Chief did."

Chief Newman with
Nat George '31 (R.)
and former Whittier
Mayor Morris F.
Richardson.

The Chief with President Emeritus Roy
Newsom.
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Swanson
New Trustee

Whittier
Welcomes Wood

In May, Dr. Carl L. Randolph,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, announced the appointment
of a new member of the Board,
Dr. Allan J. Swanson.

Dr. Richard J. Wood has accepted the position of Vice President
for Academic Affairs and Dean
of the Faculty. He comes to Whittier from Earlham College, where
he has served as Professor of
Philosophy and Chairman of the
Department.
In making the announcement,
President Mills commended the
Search Committee—composed of
representatives from the faculty,
adminstration, Board of Trustees,
and student body—for their careful screening of a number of outstanding candidates, and expressed his personal pleasure in their
selection.
"Dr. Wood's erudition, his
lively interest in intellectual pursuits and his humanity are all real
cause for congratulations, " the
President said. "I am certainly
looking forward to a long and
close association with Dick, who
I am sure will lead the faculty
with enthusiasm, understanding
and wit," he added.

Dr. Swanson is a cardiac
specialist with the Gallatin Medical Group, Inc., in Downey; a
commissioner on the California
Board of Medical Examiners; and
a consultant on Medicare for the
Occidental Insurance Company.
In addition to his private practice, he serves on the staff of
the Presbyterian Intercommunity
Hospital in Whittier, at St. Vincent's Hospital in Los Angeles,
and at Downey Community
Hospital.
Well-known as a lecturer on the
problems of alcoholism and drug
addiction, the new Trustee is the
author of a number of publications related to these subjects
and to the effect of low nicotine
cigarettes on angina pectoris.
In 1970, Dr. Swanson received
the Veteran's Administration Award for Research, and from 1969
through 1975 he received Certificates in Continuing Education
from the California Medical Association. The American Medical
Association presented him with
the Physician's Recognition Award in 1969,1972 and 1976-78.

for work in Japan. His articles
have been published in the Journal of Religion, the Classical journal and the International Philosophical Quarterly and he has
been responsible for a number of
television programs in Indiana on
today's need for ethical concepts.
Co-author of "Sport as Performing Art," presented at meetings
of the National Association for
Health, Physical Education and
Recreation, Dr. Wood's "Sport
and the Good Life: The Virtuous
and the Virtuoso" (1977) is being
revised for publication.
The new Vice President is
married and has two children,
Michael, a high school junior,
and Kara, a fifth grader.

Jessamyn West
Autographs Books
On May 5 the College Bookstore had the pleasure of a visit
from Trustee Jessamyn (West '23)
McPherson, who spent an hour
autographing her books for an
appreciative group of people.
Olive (Chandler '41) and Bob
Clift '40 were delighted with
the response, feeling that it justified Miss West giving up her time.
Fifty-three copies of her latest
novel, The Life I Really Lived,
were autographed, as well as
twelve copies of Friendly Persuasion, and a number of her other
books—Except for Me and Thee,
Hide and Seek, Massacre at Fall
Creek, To See the Dream, and
South of the Angels.

Books
Dr. Wood is a graduate of Duke
University and received his advanced degrees from Yale. He has
received Danforth and Woodrow
Wilson Fellowships and a Fulbright-Hays Research Study Grant

T. E. Lawrence and Fine Printing, by Philip M. O'Brien (The
Hillside Press, Buffalo, NY, 1980),
describes the fascination that
printing had for Lawrence and his
several attempts to found a press
of his own, his innovative (for
his times) ideas on layout and his
concern with perfection. The
(continued on page 13)
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* Old Acquaintances
'10 *
June (Aiken) Crumly '19 says
she no longer drives her car and writes
to few of her former classmates, so
she feels she's out of touch. Now 83,
she says she got her MA at USC and
UCLA and taught a few years at the
high school and college level. Her
children graduated from Stanford and
UCLA, two with the Phi Beta Kappa
Key. She's still active in Westwood
United Methodist Church.

20
Oran T. Cosand '25 retired in
1968 after teaching for 38 years at
Alhambra High School. Oran is the
father of 2 Whittier College graduates:
Janet Davey '55, and Thomas '68.
We were sorry to hear that Clifford
L. Baldwin '26 has been ill for the past
two years. His wife, Berniece, writes,
"We are pretty much at home these
days. We would be happy to have anyone visiting in Scottsdale, stop by to
see us. Cliff sends greetings and best
wishes to all and would love to hear
from you."
Martha (White) Miller '27 has now
returned to Whittier after having lived
in Jamaica and Columbia for most of
the past 47 years.

Zealand, New Guinea, South Africa,
Egypt, Israel, Jordan, and most recently, China, and—he says—"many
more too numerous to mention."
Everett C. Schneider '30 is a retired
United Methodist clergyman. He and
his wife visited the orphans in Durango,
Mexico, last July. Now teenagers,
Everett worked with them in 1972-73
after his pastoral retirement.

Amy Gregory (McCaffery) Walls '31,
writes, "In spite of a personal energy
shortage, plus the petroleum situation,
my husband and I still travel some,
and commute to our place in the Ozarks
once a year. Hi, class of '31!"

Newt P. Robinson '37 was honored
during the annual dinner hosted by the
YMCA of Greater Whittier recently.
Newt, a charter member and former
president of the YMCA Men's Club, has
worked as a volunteer for many years
helping with financial development as
well as supporting the YMCA's international program.

30 *
Harold H. Bowerman '30 is still
practicing medicine in St. Louis. His
wife is his office assistant. Their two
daughters are in California; their two
sons are in Illinois . . . Are there any
rockhounds among the alumni in Stanislaus County? Ruth (Hollingsworth)
Domecq '30 lives in Denair where her
late husband built a complete shop for
cutting, polishing and mounting rocks
and gemstones. She has given carte
blanche to alumni to dig and delve in
the area . . . George "Joe" Ringland
'30 is indeed, as he says, a "worldtraveler." In the last 10 years he has
been to Russia, Europe, Yugoslavia,
the South Sea Islands, Australia, New

Newt Robinson '37 and his wife Margaret (Lautrup '37) at the YMCA
installation dinner (Photo: Daily News)
A student body president in 1937
and captain of the football team, he
told the large group at the Friendly
Hills Country Club that he still has a
commitment to fitness and feels the
YMCA is the best way to maintain his
physical well-being.
Newt and his wife, Margaret (Lautrup '37) are currently touring the
People's Republic of China.
OA.1

A trip to Alaska is in the offing for
Lois (Jessup) Schubert '34. Lois retired
after 42 years as a secretary in the
Arcadia Unified School District and
is looking forward to her trip with
enthusiasm.
Maria-Rae (Ross) Glasgow '35 is in
her 10th year of teaching in the Mentally Gifted Program in Riverside. Her
husband is an underwirter for New
York Life Insurance Co.

Paul and Hazel (Hayes '37) Gardner
'36 are still closely connected with the
College. Paul has been coordinator of
the Advanced Learning Program for
the past five years. This is the program
that enables high school students to
take classes for college credit. Some 30
students have participated each year,
and over 10% of them have been admitted to the College - . - Lois (Bushby)
Morse '36 retired in June. She has
taught for 24 years—first in Los Angeles and then in Sonoma County. Her
two sons and grandchildren live near
her.
Ardith (Kiwe) Kane '38 doesn't
take her retirement seriously. She is
writing for 3 newspapers and is active
in local and Orange County senior citizen groups, and plays the organ for
Langlois Community Church.
Doris (Mead) Ockerman '39 tells us
that husband, Phil '38, has received
the Fremont Council PTA Honorary
Award in Continuing Education. He
was cited for leadership of the YMCA's
program for high schools—"Youth in
Government" in Sacramento
Norma (Parks) Scott '39 is a reading
coordinator and lecturer in LA City
Schools. She has a new grandson,
Harold Arthur Dean, 5 months old.

'40*
Anita (Tarr) Graves '40 gives us
news of her children, Carolyn (Graves)
Forte '69, and Bill '75. (We've put that
under their class years so that their
friends will see it. Ed.)
After 27 years with the City of LA,
most of the time assigned to the police
department, Florence (West) Steiner
'41, retired in April, 1979. Florence
says, "Am having a bit of trouble adjusting to leisure life, but it's nice to

be free so we can spend time at our
desert home. Can't believe it'll be 40
years next year since we graduated!"
Jack and Naranara (Brown '42)
Harrington '42 retired in June 1979
and are now building a home on 100
acres of beautiful coastland near Point
Conception that they share with their
son and younger daughter and their
families. Each of their 3 children has
now presented them with 1 grandchild.
Julia (Silberberg) Cohen '43 plays
the viola with the Pullman String Quartet and teaches both viola and beginfling violin . . . Donald and Frances
"Sally" (Dibelka '46) Eggen '43, sent
us the following information: Don is a
professor of Nuclear Engineering at
Tech, Northwestern University in Illinois. He is chairman of Tech Energy
Engineering Council. Sally works as a
volunteer at Evanston Hospital
John D. Renley '43 has been named
vice president of student personnel
at El Camino College, effective July l.
John D. Shively Jr. '43 retired
from teaching in 1974 and now lives
in Yucca Valley where he enjoys being
a rockhound and traveling.
Barbara (Mitchell) Koch '44 enjoys
traveling with her husband, Fred,
visiting children and 6 grandchildren in
Encinitas, Las Osos and Tucson. She
keeps busy weaving, crocheting, knitting and spinning her own yarn.
Violet (Ridgeway) Chappelow '45
has retired after 34 years with the
Pasadena USD. She has announced that
her plans for the future are to be a
"beachcomber" at Del Mar . . . After
34 years in the Montebello Unified
School District, the last 17 as assistant
principal at Montebello High School,
Janet (Whittemore) Wood '45 retired
in July of 1979.
Fred L. Barton '47 is now vice principal at Cedar Lane Jr. High School in
Hacienda Heights. He was previously
at La Parente High School . . . In April,
Winifred (Chaffee) Brock '47 and her
husband traveled to Urbana, Ill.,
where Ted baptised their granddaughter, Naomi Louise Brock. Martin, their
son, and father of Naomi, is attending
the University of Illinois working on
his Ph.D in bio-chemistry . . . June
(Rogers) Oury '47 spent last summer
at Oxford University studying English
Landscape and Gardens.
Bette (Paulson) Frazier '48 is president of the League of Women Voters
of La Habra, and chairman of the
Orange County Mental Health Advisory Board. In May she attended the

GLORIA KERSHNER '49 SENDS
THEM BACK TO BASICS

(The following is condensed from an
article "Back to basics for these kids"
by Marcia Meier in The Union, published in Grass Valley-Nevada City
this past December. Michael Fitzgerald, the news editor, gave permission
for its reproduction.)
Learning where foods come from—
other than the shelves of the local
market—is the emphasis at Rainbow
Ridge Pre-School, according to Gloria,
a credentialed elementary teacher who
runs the school out of her rural Grass
Valley home for a class of about 10
youngsters aged 2 to 5.

year by actually doing it themselves.
They also go on field trips, the latest
to the Honey Bakers to see how baking
is done on a large scale. There they
were allowed to shape their own cookies and watched them cook.
Some of the activities they have
already completed include gathering
sunflowers and pumpkins which they
planted last spring, drying various
fruits in the home-made solar dryer in
Gloria's backyard and gathering acorns
for making bread. They have made
apple sauce and bread from their
own raisins and flour, which they
ground. They also make pumpkin
bread and cookies from their Halloween jack-o-'lanterns.
Gloria has converted her sprawling
home into a school, complete with
play area, reading room and kitchen,
and shelves full of toys and books.
Once a fourth-grade teacher, Gloria
became interested in pre-school when
her son (now 11) was born. She herself works with the older children
while another teacher instructs the
younger ones. Academics are not pushed, but the children do learn other
things besides the "science" of foods.
"With the end of summer and the
beginning of fall," Gloria says, "we
have noted variations in the weather
and the need to dress for either cool
or warm times." They also notice the
change of colors in nature on walks
through the woods, where they have
identified poison oak, manzanita trees
and various colors of rocks in the
local streams.
Future trips are planned to visit the
home of one of the students to see and
milk her goat; learning where honey
comes from through a neighbor with
bee hives; and traveling to a local farm
to see baby animals in the spring.

Children learn when foods are planted and harvested throughout the school

Gloria says the trips and the firsthand experiences help the children
establish a basic understanding of real
life which will be valuable when they
begin to read and write.

National Convention of LWV in Washington, DC.
Herbert J. Adden '49 has been
elected presiding judge of the Whittier
Municipal Court . . . Elinor S. Frazer
'49, who teaches in New York, now
has a sideline. With a few friends, she
is involved in building and selling?
renting? condominiums in Bullyard

Estates in Tralee, County Kerry,
Ireland . . . Irma (McCausland) Hughes
'49, head of the English Department at
California High School in Whittier, was
voted to the National Teachers' Hall
of Fame. (Congratulations, Irma!)
Besides teaching, she attends classes
and workshops, and is a sponsor of the
Fullerton Civic Light Opera, La Mirada

Student at Rainbow Ridge Pre-School
baking acorn bread. (Union Photo)
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Civic Theatre and Stanton Community
Theatre.

'50
Floyd and Corliss (Kranz '51)
Roenicke '50, traveled to Baltimore
and Pittsburgh in October to see their
son, Gary, play with the Baltimore
Orioles in the 1979 World Series. Their
son, Ron, is with the LA Dodger organization and will play with the AAA
Club in Albuquerque . . . Orville D.
Taylor '50 is working with UCR in
developing resistant rootstock for avocados, and is field-testing several new
seedlings and cuttings.(Thank you for
your news of Leslie Taylor and James
Means. Ed.)
Congratulations toJeanne (Leonard)
Clay '51 and Bob Plant '50 who were
married in Whittier, Sept. 20, 1979,
32 years to the day after they met at
an orientation week formal at the College when she was a freshman and he
a sophomore.
J.W. and Pepper (Curtney '52) Fitts
52 will be back in California after
June 15. J .W. isretiring after 7 years of
teaching in Germany for the Army
School System. They will be moving
to Westminister . . . Phyllis J. (Paige)
Six '52 sends us the following update
on her family. "I am still teaching high
school English to adults in Pasadena,
a career I enjoy thoroughly. My husband, Gene, teaches real estate and
business administration at Mt. San
Antonio College, where he is department chairman, and has a real estate
practice in Glendora. Our children are
grown up. Brian works for Information
Storage Systems in Santa Clara. Laura
graduated with honors from UCSB
last June and will be married in Aug.
Neil is a freshman computer science
major at Cal Poly, Pomona."
Gladys Bennet '53 would love her
friends to call her if they're in the area.
The number is (415) 865-2186. A
medical doctor, Gladys has a private
psychiatric practice in the Bay Area.
After 25 years of teaching and
coaching Nadine (Hambarian) Emerzian
'53 started a new career in the travel
business. She and her sister, Sandra
'65, opened Ticket to Travel in 1978.
Nadine has a married daughter living
in Sacramento and a son, still at home,
attending college . . . Retired? Don't
you believe it! Charles Rothaermel '53
writes: "I am busier in retirement than
when I was working. I'm still active in
the Boy Scouts and am director of

religious education at Our Lady of Mt.
Carmel Parish in Newport Beach. I also
spend time almost daily at Newport
Heights Elementary and get 'volunteered' for all kinds of other things.
Really fun!"
Jerry and Judy (Krueger '55)
Hartman '54 are living in Pomona.
Jerry is the system support manager
on the Sparrow Air-to-Air missile program at General Dynamics. Judy is
busy fixing up their old house. Son,
Chris (23), is an Ensign aboard a destroyer; son, Steve (22), is a data
processor, and daughter, Molly (19),
is a sophomore here at Whittier College - . . Bill and Nancy (Kessinger '53)
Weinell '54 report that "Life continues—kids grow up. We still have 2 at
home and we're both still teaching in
East Whittier: Bill for 24 years and I
for 14."
Karin (Nordstrom) Conly '53 writes:
"I have finally 'retired' my playground
whistle and quit teaching in June '79.
Too many schools closing here." Karin,
who has always been interested in
editing, is now a technical editor at
Ford Motor Co. in San Jose. She invites
any alums traveling in the area to look
her up . . . Marvin and Lucia (Kelly '55)
Sippel '55 are still in Carlsbad, where
Marvin teaches in the Unified School
District and Lucia manages the family's
"Choose and Cut" Christmas Tree
Farm. Son Doug is a junior at Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo; Andrea is going to
Chico State, and Greg is a sophomore
at Carlsbad High ... Gloria (Franzen)
Springer '55 is a kindergarten teacher
on Beale AFB. Her husband, Lee, is
an elementary school principal and a
rancher.. . Carol (Fadler) Story '55
is manager of the "One Way Health
Spa" in La Canada. Her daughter is
at Azusa Pacific.
Gail (Vanderpoel) Thompson '56
is now a kindergarten teacher, after
serving as a reading resource teacher
for 11 years. She has 2 boys (18 and
20). She is also teaching at the Camarillo Reading Clinic, singing in the
church choir, and active in Parents
Without Partners.
David A. and P. Rose (Ridge '58)
Adams '57, along with their 2 children, Douglas (20) and Teralynn (18),
are living in Claremont. David is a geologist working in Diamond Bar, and
P. Rose is a teacher and assistant
principal in the Claremont Unified
School District . . . Bob Enzweiler '57
is teaching and coaching at Harbor High
School in Santa Cruz. Bob must be a
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great coach as his basketball team won
the championship for the second year
in a row. He lives in Aptos, Ca.
Catherine (Cheek) Landis '57 is still
a substitute teacher. Husband Jack is
superintendent of Santa Rose City
Schools . . . Katheryne (Heacock) Nighswonger '57
is teaching at Colmar
Elementary School in Montebello. Her
husband, Bill, is serving his 4th term
as mayor of Montebello, and has been
on the city council for 12 years. Her
sons are busy, too. Keith attends Rio
Hondo College where he is on the
swim team, attends real estate school,
and has a job. Richard, a junior at
Montebello HS, is in the marching
band, on varsity swim team and is a
member of the high school jazz band.
He is also working.
Judith (Spencer) Brown '58 is still
teaching at Hollenbeck Jr. High as a
reading specialist. She received her MA
in 1978 as well as her credential. Her
husband is a building contractor. They
have 3 daughters, Laurie (21) a bank
teller; Lisa (19) takes drama at Rio
Hondo and has been accepted into the
California Repertoire Group which will
attend the Edinborough (Scotland)
Festival in Aug., and Leslee (1 7) who
will graduate from high school this year
and is already working as a keypunch
operator . . . Carol (McLeod) Klefbeck
'58 teaches an adult needlecraft class
in the Capistrano School District. Her
husband is at UCI. Their 3 boys are
aged 20, 14, and 12. . . Penny L.
Nichols '58, who lives in So. Pasadena,
is a social worker for LA County. She
is co-chairman for the Social Workers'
Advisory Committee. .. Robert A.
Van Oosting'58 recently returned from
a tour of the Mid-West. Besides searching for antiques, he and his 2 daughters
(11 and 14) went canoeing on the
Mohican River in Ohio. "It was
beautiful and relaxing," Robert said.
As co-owner of Oceanic Arts (they
now own their own plant in Whittier),
president of the LA Historical Bottle
Club, Charter member of the National
Federation of Historical Bottle Clubs,
and a participant in the Las Vegas
Convention Center Show, Robert,
indeed, needs to relax. By the way,
at the Las Vegas show, he won a
Sweepstakes Trophy for his antique
Siphon Bottles displayed in an old
dental cabinet. (Congratulations,
Robert!)
Lucy (Smith) Fields '59 is still
teaching in So. Pasadena, where she
has switched to 3rd grade. Husband

Max owns Century 21 in Sierra Madre
and daughter, Wendy (14) is in 8th
grade and active in Job's Daughters
Bethel No. 121 . . . Back to the land
is increasingly popular and sounds
appealing. Sharon (Anderson) Haskell
'59 is another alum who has accepted
the lure. She's in Morton, Minnesota,
where she and her family live on 40
acres. Their 4 teenagers tend sheep
and horses and she manages a hardware
store and teaches oil painting. She'd
love to hear from other alums in the
area and invites anyone who's traveling
and needs a rest to call her at (509)
697-6279. (Sharon, your offer to

help with recruiting has been passed
to the Admissions Office. Ed.) . . . Bill
and Madelyn (Petrovich '60) Sloan '59
are very active people. Bill is in his 20th
year of teaching and is chairman of the
High School Social Science Dept. at
Pacific Grove Unified School District.
Madelyn has been a city council member for 02 years, and is involved in a
wide range of community work —from
youth to housing to criminal justice.
Bill and Madelyn have a daughter (15)
and a son (12).
1960's

'60
Commander William E. Kelley '60,
U.S. Navy, assumed command of the
new guided missile frigate (destroyer)
USS Clarkin commissioning ceremonies
in May, at Bath, Maine. The ship will
be part of the US Atlantic Fleet and is
based in Mayport, Florida. The crew of
this ship that carries surface-to-surface
and surface-to-air guided missiles, consists of 150 men and 12 officers. This
is Bill's first tour as Captain of a ship.
.Patricia (Jones) Robbins '6Oisteaching kindergarten in the Brentwood USD.
Husband Jack is a division leader in the
Chemistry & Materials Science Dept.
of Lawrence Livermore Lab. They have
2 children, Sheri (is) and Craig (12).
John and Marilyn (Stevens '61)
Weed '60 live in Los Gatos, where John
is a practicing podiatrist and an associate professor of bio-mechanics at the
California College of Podiatric Medicine. He is a co-author of a book en-

titled Normal and Abnormal Functions
of the Foot.
Although she retired in 1979 after
30 years as a 1st grade teacher in Baldwin Park USD, Myrtle M. Franks '61
is not stagnating! She will be attending

the Passion Play in Oberammergau in
July with a Southern Baptist group and
will also tour Austria, Liechtenstein
and Switzerland ... Lt./Col. Richard A.
Partee '61 is the owner of Dick Partee
Insurance Agency in La Habra and is
in the Marine Corp Reserves stationed
at El Toro . . . Maud (Hanson) Quaal
'61. retired in 1972 and then helped organize a Child Evangelism class and
taught for a while. Now she's involved
in church work and is president of the
Women's Auxiliary, an officer on the
Board of Education, secretary of the
Pre-School Board and a member of
the California Lutheran Bible School
Auxiliary in Anaheim. Last fall she
attended the International Congress
for Peace in Jerusalem and toured
Israel "a never to be forgotten tour."
Having recently resigned as general
counsel of Century 21 Real Estate Corp.,
James E. Mitchell '62, returned to private law practice in Newport Beach.
He and his wife, Michael Ann (Mitchell
'63), live in Irvine.
Nancy Cash '63 is still teaching at
Arcadia HS and is currently working
on a children's book. She is guardian
for 2 Vietnamese teenagers and is
adopting an 11-year-old girl ... Norman
Harris '63 is teaching a unique course
in ceramic laboratory technology at LA
Trade Tech College. He informs us that
this is the only 2-year program west of
the Mississippi that offers training to
students working with and supporting
the Ceramic Industry.
After teaching for 13 years in California, Helen (Cosand) Bolton '64 is
now living in Moorhead, Minn. where
her husband is a faculty member at
the State University. She is enjoying
the different pace of substitute teaching and life in a Midwestern college
town . . . Carly (Cook) David '64 has a
new husband, Erich, and 2 teenage
stepdaughters to join her and her
daughter, Kathy (12) who is crazy
about acting . . . William R. Spruston
'64 is now principal at Warren HS in
Downey. He and his wife, Christina
(McKendrez '64) have 2 children.
Christina is director of Bilingual Education Title VII in the Fullerton Elementary District.
Wilhelmina A. Binfield '65 is now
president of the Polograph Association
of the State of Kentucky and also has
her own business in Lexington . . . Marge
Lee Hayes '65, a dental hygienist, recently completed an advanced USC class
in her field. She has 3 children: Brenda
(9), Eric (6), and Marla (4).
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Charlie and Patricia (Phillips '66)
Bell '66 have 2 children, Kathryn (11)
and Douglas (8). Charlie is aconsultant
of Special Education and Patricia is
in her 5th year of tandem teaching,
both in the Montebello schools Sandra (Perry) Halls '66 now has 5
children, Chad (9), Jon (7), Todd (5),
Kristine (4) and a new baby whose
name and birth date we don't yet have.
She has been involved in the school's
desegregation committee (La Mirada
district); PTA; School Board elections;
as a teacher for the junior and senior
girls in church organizations and is
now working in the music dept. of
Primary for children 12 and under.
With all of this, she still hopes to complete her Master's and secure her lifetime teachers's credential in the near
future. Her husband hasn't been exactly idle either. After 2½ years as a fulltime law student at Southwestern in
LA and working at Athlete's Financial Services in Santa Ana as an accountant, Robert has graduated from
law school and now has a partnership
in AFS - . . Bettye (Compton) Hayes
'66 has been listed in the 11th edition

of Marquis Who's Who of American
Women - . . Janie Jones '66 performed
the title role in Annie Get Your Gun
for Theatre 3 in Fresno. She is also
teaching at West Hills College in Coalinga. . . Diane (Lowe) Kennedy '66
was recently honored for her volunteer
service to the Monterey Bay Girl Scout
Council. She and her co-chairperson
were instrumental in bringing Hettie
Smith, an outstanding music teacher
from London, to 2 musical events.
Diane edits the Council newspaper,
trains new leaders and develops programs for girls . . - Steve Rice '66 and
his wife Patty, after nearly 3 years in
the frozen North (Alaska) which they
and their 140 lb. Pyrenees dog, Hugo,
greatly enjoyed, are now relocated in
the mountains of North-central New
Mexico (although travel by dog-sled
is somewhat curtailed due to lack of
snow). Steve has been a very successful stockbroker for the past 2 years
and is continuing studies in anthropology/ecology and is active in conservation groups - . - Victoria (Emigh) Sartwell
'66 is working part-time as a teacher at
Claremont High and "full-time as a
mother of 2 lively children, Regan (3½)
and Eric (1½)."
Jane (Israel) Honikman '67 is cofounder of PEP (Postpartum Education
for Parents), an organization designed
to give free assistance to families
after the arrival of a baby.

Jane, whose first child was born in
1972, was fully prepared for the birth.
It was a planned pregnancy, her husband was present during labor and delivery, and then she came home from
the hospital. It was then she discovered - as so many mothers do - that
she was by no means prepared for the
chaos created by this small addition in
even the most loving and caring home.
Jane confided her fears that she was
doing everything wrong to a friend and
discovered that she was not alone. After
they had their second child, they organized an informal group to discuss
basic infant care, coping with sibling
and toddler behavior, finding child
care and other concerns.
In 1976 they received a grant from
the AAUW and started a "warm" line,
an answering service staffed by volunteers who can have calls relayed on a
24-hour basis (805) 964-2009. Mothers,
fathers, even grandmothers (to date no
grandfathers) may answer the phone.
Now fully organized, the PEP Board
of Directors has established a guide for
parents in other communities who want
to start their own support service from
scratch, as well as a manual for training volunteers. Selling these guides
($10 each) and a reference handbook
for the volunteers ($6) is part of PEP's
on-going fund-raising campaign. This is
needed to pay for operating expenses,
which are constant, despite the voluntary status of the staff.
If anyone wants more information,
write Jane do PEP, 927 North Kellogg
Avenue, Santa Barbara, CA 93111.
Last summer Janet Marie (Lane)
Laughter '67 toured South America.
Then, forsaking civilization, Janet and
a friend lived off the land in Belize,
Central America. What a fantastic experience! Janet, an elementary school
teacher in the Alhambra City Schools,
recently started a 2-year extension
program in journalism at UCLA. "I'll
write my book yet!" she said. A member of Toastmasters, she won second
place in the area Tall Tales contest.

(The following is condensed from a
long article, "His music notes can't
be sung: Prose won him a Grammy"
by Michael Kelly in the Hackensack,
NJ, Bergen Record. We thank Robert
Comstock, vice president of the newspaper for permission to use this. Ed.)
Some of this year's Grammy Award
winners: Bob Dylan, Ella Fitzgerald,

Bob, who wore a red tuxedo to the
ceremony, never expected to get the
award. "I was nominated for one last
year," he said, "and I didn't win. I
wore a blue tux then. This year I
thought I'd wear a different color."

Dionne Warwick, Kenny Rogers, Billy
Joel, and Bob Porter '67.
Bob Porter? Hold it.
Bob Porter doesn't sing. He doesn't
play a musical instrument. He can't
read music. He lives in a crowded, unassuming, two-story house in Bergenfield, not in a glass-walled ranch at
Malibu. He drives a compact, not a
Rolls. He wears polyester, not sequins.
And, in the recording industry, Bob
Porter is known for his fact-filled
prose, not his music - which might
explain why he didn't command much
attention among all the Grammy-winning singers in Hollywood, when the
National Academy of Recording Arts
and Sciences awarded him a Grammy
for writing album liner notes.
To win the Grammy, Bob compiled
and edited a 20-page booklet of "liner
notes" to accompany a five-album set
of original recording session tapes by
Charlie "Bird" Parker, the jazz alto
saxophonist, who died in 1955.
Bob, who works at Savoy Recording
Studios in Elizabeth, NJ, includes a
1 500-word interview with Ted Reig,
the original producer of Parker's recording sessions and later a producer
for Count Basie, and a 3000-word
analysis of Parker's composition and
recording techniques by James Patrick,
director of the jazz studies program at
SUNY, Buffalo. Patrick was a cowinner of the Grammy with Bob.
"I hope Porter's Grammy will start
a trend toward better liner notes,"
said Les Davis, a disc-jockey at one of
New York's top FM jazz radio stations,
WRVR. "Guys like Porter allow me to
sleep at night."
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When he accepted the Grammy, he
couldn't think of a clever line, or even
a long response. "My only thought,"
he said, "was to get up there quick and
get off."
Bob, a native of Boston, who (according to Mike Kelly) looks like Clark
Kent in the 50's "Superman" TV
series, began listening to jazz when he
was in high school, and when he came
to Whittier he found himself even more
immersed in it. "I was awestruck that
LA had two 24-hour all-jazz radio
stations," he said. "I spent more time
listening to the radio than doing my
homework."
Bob has lived in Bergenfield since
1968 and for a time he and his wife,
Cheryl, had a record store. Now they
only sell records through their homebased mail-order business called Jazz
Etc., which has a mailing list of some
10,000 people in 35 countries.
In 1975, Savoy Records hired Bob
to resurrect the 30-year-old recordings
made by Parker and other jazz musicians. So far he has managed to produce more than 70 album packages
from the old recordings.
"If I have an expertise in the field,
it's probably in discography (the cataloging of records)," Bob said. He also
hosts a historical jazz radio show Wednesday and Saturday afternoons on
WBGO-FM in Newark.
Asked where he would display the
Grammy when he receives it from LA
where it is being engraved, he answered: "Probably among the bowling
trophies."

John Armstrong '68 is the head of
the social science department at Atascadero High School. Susan (Terry '69)
is completing her learning handicapped
specialist credential at Cal Poly . . . Ten
years of marriage brought changes for
Vince and Penny (Cams '69) Fraumeni
'68. Having taught since they graduated,
they have now opened the "Village
Tutor" in the Bank of America Building in Uptown Whittier, tutoring children after school hours in reading, math
and speech therapy. Daughters Alisa
and Holly are now 7 and 4. Penny also
teaches Special Education and is a
Brownie leader . . . Wendy (Robinson)

James '68 is doing a radio play for the
blind, and is still working with The
Templars in England . .. Live near
Santa Fe Springs? Hungry? Then try
The Home Plate Sand Shoppe. The
owner of this gourmet establishment is
Jill (Hornby) McClintock '68. The shop
specializes in 26 varieties of cold sandwiches and caters to business lunches
and group functions. They're in the
phone book. Jill and husband Eugene
'67 live in Whittier. . .ln spite of having
2 young children, Heather (5) and
Thomas Robert (11 months), Christine
(Klokow) Reasin '72 manages to be a
school administrator at Hollingworth
School (Rowland USD); Tom '68 is
also an administrator, at Santa Ana HS,
where he is Director of Student Activities. Previously Tom taught and coached in the Whittier UHSD for 9 years.
John M. Buffalo '69 is assistant head
teacher of the Child Development Center in Redondo Beach and assistant
public affairs officer and chief photographer for a reserve unit. He and his
wife have 2 daughters, Jennifer (3) and
Anna (1 8 months)... Flo Butterbaugh,
M.Ed. '69, is serving as teacher adviser
for integration at Devonshire and
O'Melveny Schools in the San Fernando Valley. "It's an interesting and
challenging assignment," she writes,
"and I love it!"... Nancy A. (Escalera)
Christopherson '69 and her husband
have both taught at El Rancho HS in
Pico Rivera. After teaching there for
6 years, Nancy is now at Eugene A.
Obregon Elementary School. Her husband, a retired Army Colonel, is a
physics and math teacher at El Rancho.
..jeannie "Mary" (Goodman) Connor
'69 says, "This is my first correspondence via The Rock since graduation in
1969! Since then I've taught English
as a Peace Corps Volunteer in Thailand,
1970-72; I've gotten my MLS at So.
Connecticut State College, 1972-74;
and I'm now living in Spokane, Wash.
with my husband, Bill, also an ex-PCV,
who is a research attorney for the
Washington State Court of Appeals,
and our daughters, Maggie (2) and
Kathleen (6 months). After Kathleen's birth, I returned to my position
as a reference librarian at Spokane
Public Library." . . . Carolyn (Graves)
Forte '69 has 2 daughters and still
works part-time for her father, Dr. William F. Graves. Her husband, Martin,
is a direct sales representative for
Hershey Chocolate, and Carolyn jokingly says, "Somehow we manage to
keep from getting obese." . . . Ted and

Cindy (Robertson '69) McCord '69
and their twin sons, live in Escondido.
Ted is an elementary school teacher
with the Escondido Union School
District, and Cindy is on leave from
Poway School District where she is
also an elementary teacher . . . Martha
(Pierce) Ohanesian '69, who lives in
Montebello, is a Career Education
Specialist for MUSD. For 10 years
she has been teaching at the elementary
and intermediate levels. Martha is the
mother of Carla (21), Rosann (20),
and Robert (15) . .. Linda (Deats)
Owen '66 sends us the following information. She is teaching elementary
instrumental music in Placentia and is
concert mistress of the Rio Hondo
Symphony and member of Pacific
Symphony. Her husband, William E.
'69, is the assistant manager of the
stewardship dept. at World Vision, Inc.

70
Barbara Brander '70 taught in the
LA City Schools for 7 years and spent
a year as Title I Coordinator of an Elementary School. She is now an educational consultant for Prescription
Learning Corporation, helping school
staffs set up reading and math labs,
parent involvement programs and staff
development programs in elementary,
junior and senior high schools . . . Attorney Stephen Chen '70 has been
elected president of CAAMP (Citizens
for Asian Americans of Monterey Park).
The club, of which Steve is a charter
member, was formed to bring the community closer through better understanding of each ethnic group... Penny
(Lewis) Johnson '70 taught 1st grade
for 5 years in San Bernardino and 3rd
grade for 7 years in the Bay Area. She
went to San Francisco after her marriage in '75. Husband Bruce is a 1st
officer for Hughes Airwest. Penny's
hobbies are restoring antique furniture,
jogging and exploring old Northern
California towns . . . David M. Karls '70
is now senior sales assistant in the LA
office of Bethlehem Steel Corporation's
Pacific Coast division. He has been with
the corporation since graduation.

Bernice Cattanach '71 has earned
her doctorate in history and political
science from the U. of Northern Arizona at Flagstaff. She is the first person to get a Ph.D in that field at the
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University and the faculty bought her
hood for her in recognition of the
fact . . . Easter Sunday morning saw
Peggy Dobreer '71 performing in the
Trance Figurations at the IDEA Studio
in Santa Monica . . . Susan Jane Mickiewicz '71 works for the San Mateo
County Superintendent of Schools in
the Dysphasia program. She took a
trip last summer to Ireland, England
and Scotland to study traditional
folk dance and folk music. Susan said
she especially enjoyed the Edinburgh Tattoo and the Crieff Highland
Games . . . "What a pity that Whittier
didn't offer courses in special education when I was there," writes Carol
(Fuller) Stella '71, who finds it a very
rewarding experience to work with
junior high schoolers in a Resource
Specialist Program. She has been in
that program for 2 years and another
2 years in a special day class for the
Learning Handicapped. The birth of
her first child is listed under "Poet
Babes."
IN MEMORIAM
Virginia "Ginger" Griswold '71
died last October. She was an active
member of the National Federation of
the Blind and was the author of a number of poems and works of fiction.
Anyone interested in contacting the
family, please call Pauline DeWitt '71
at (213) 448-4418.
Rob and Anne (DeArmond '72)
Colvin '72 live in San Jose, where he
is working at the Cupertino Div. of
Hewlett Packard Corp. as senior cost
accountant. Until August 1979 Ann
worked in various areas of bank operations and then left to become a homemaker and mother for the first time.
. Kathryn (Davies) Ekberg '72 has
•
completed the National Science Foun-

dation sponsored "Women in Engineering" Program at UC, Davis. She accepted a position with Bonneville Power
Administration in Spokane, Washington . . . Dana R. Maltun '72 is in his
third year with the law firm of Maltun
and Cooper in Santa Monica. The practice is mostly concerned with real estate, tax and family law.. . Ann Nakata
'72 hopes to obtain her life credential
after working for 5 years with children
with learning disabilities at Riverdale
Elementary. She is also working as a children's counselor, using therapy techniques versus the usual talk therapies.

A hobby pays off— Billie (Yeaman
'72) Davis, writes: "I'm hard at work in
my studio surrounded by pots in various
stages of completion. I've graduated
from my backyard setup to a full-fled-

ged pottery production studio in an
Oakland warehouse. Paul, my husband,
enjoys spending weekends at his second
job as my chief construction engineer—
lousy pay, but great benefits!" Billie
says there is a sign on her wall that
reminds her of the wise counseling of
her biology advisor, Dr. Inez Hull:
"What're you doing in this department?
Go take an art class." Billie said the
transition from a BA in biology to
pottery took only 7 years! "Now with
a successful business (I can pay my
bills), I'm grateful for the sage advice
of Dr. Hull," she said.

Maria S. Chiason '74 was promoted
to Senior Analyst in the Marketing
Dept. of Union Pacific Railroad Co.
Last year she testified before the Interstate Commerce Commission on the
statistical methodology Union Pacific
used to substantiate their case
John C. Proctor '74, who works for
Hardwick Stove Company, was named
salesman of the year by his firm, and

received the president's sales trophy
for 1979 . . . Kathryn (Tenopir) Remkiewicz '72 sends news of the achievements of husband, Frank '74. He completed a National Internship year with
the IRS in July '79 being one of 10
selected from over 1,000 applicants
nationwide. He was the first intern to
move directly into a management
position and is currently Chief of the
Employee Benefits and Programs Unit
for the National Office. (Congratulations, Frank!)
Michael Booker '75 is teaching
Speech Language Disorders/Aphasia for
the County of Los Angeles . . . Bill
Graves'75 spent 2 years in Kenya with
the Peace Corps and is now a pharmaceutical representative living in Pico
Rivera. He is a member of the First
Friends Church of Whittier . . . Anyone
wanting to invest in a piece of land in
Maui, Hawaii, should contact Sharon
(Murayama) Okumura '72. She is with
the firm of Stapleton Associates,
Realtors, located in Maui. Sharon and
her husband, Lance'75, live in Kahului,
Hawaii.
Teaching freshman English and advisor for the school newspaper at Purdue
U. is Al Danielsen '76. He has received
his Master's and is now studying for
his Ph.D . . . Celia (Lopez) Howe '76
taught school for two years after graduating from the University of Hawaii
in '76. She is now the sales manager
for International Playtex Inc., Family
Products Div., and is responsible for
Playtex's business throughout the Hawaiian Islands . . . Corinne McConkle
'76 is an electrical officer aboard the
USS Dixie. "We're currently steaming
out in the Indian Ocean and expect to
stop in Australia, Samoa, Figi and Hawaii," she writes.(By now you should
have returned, if you have any interesting anecdotes and pictures, do share
them with us. Ed.) . . . Susan (Tharp)
Norman '76 is moving to Munich, West
Germany, with her husband, Mike.
They will be there for 3 years, working
and traveling... Vernon D. Pearson Jr.
'76 obtained his Master's degree in
psychology from Xavier University in
Cincinnati, Ohio, and is presently
doing research work on teenage suicide
for the U. of Louisville in Louisville,
Kentucky . . . The wedding of Michele
May '77 and Thomas Somers '76 was
like a class reunion. In the bridal party
were Debi (Young) Akehurst '77; Cindi
Norman '76; Sue (Tharp) Norman '76;
Jim Behrens '76; Eric Peterson '76;
Steve Ertel '76; Steve Webster '76; and
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Donald Somers, who will graduate
next year.
Margie Humes '77 was in the Long
Beach Civic Light Opera production of
The Man of La Mancha . . . A teen
mother-teacher, Susan M. Pilkington
'77 works full-time for the LA County
Superintendent of Schools. She also
moonlights as a waitress at Cattlemen's
Wharf.

WCSL Alumni
Margaret Anaya Tan, Esq. '78
(What's happening to you? Send your
information to Margaret Anaya Tan,
550 North Windsor Blvd., Los Angeles,
CA 90004. Deadline for the next issue
of The Rock is September 15, 1980.)
Noteworthy Items
Florette Turchin '74 (Ray's wife)
is another lawyer who spends a lot of
time on the road representing the firm
of Zonni, Ginocchi and Taylor on its
Workers' Compensation defense cases.
A hard-working mother like Florie
needs all the help she can get. Luckily
her husband, along with her son and
daughter, pitch in.
Steven A. Ehrlich '76 is one of the
names showing on the door of Ehrlich,
Ehrlich and Gray up the road on LA's
Wilshire Boulevard . . . The routine of
Jackie Fox '76 changed from busy to
busier after the birth of her daughter,
Danelle, but since Jackie has her own
Beverly Hills private practice, Landau
and Fox, she's able to schedule a little
more easily in accordance with the
family needs . . . Bruce Landau '76
(the other partner of Landau and Fox)
is checking out how Jackie juggles her
schedule as he'll soon have a similar
responsibility added to his schedule.
Bruce will be a first-time poppa come
September—and what with him also
teaching contracts at Golden West U.,
his time is already stretched. Since he's
been teaching for 3 years, though, he
probably has a good handle on classes.
William N. McMillan '76 is associated with the LA law corporation of
Green, O'Reilly, Agnew and Broillet.
This firm specializes in products liability and legal and medical malpractice. When Bill isn't knee-deep in work,
he probably can be seen on his knees
with his 2-year-old daughter, Cameo.
George R. Stevens '76 is kept busy
as a lieutenant in the LA Sheriff's
Dept. assigned to the Service and Enforcement Bureau for the LA County

Superior Court. After 17 years with
this law enforcement agency, George
only has 3 years to go to decide whether he'll expand his sole practice to fulltime or stay with the Sheriff's Dept.
Even though he enjoys his probate and
family law practice, law enforcement
has major attractions for him also.
Whatever the decision, we know he'll
enjoy it . . . Her background in journalism has not fallen by the wayside for
Jill Switzer '76 just because she's busy
practicing law on the legal staff for
United California Bank. She contributed the book review section of the
April issue of the California State Bar
Journal and is presently a member of
that Journal's committee.
Marcelle (Philpott) Bryant '77
made the 1979 headlines representing
plaintiff in the well-known case of Fund
for Animals, et. al, USA. Remember
when the US Navy planned its target
practice on an island which some goats
unfortunately inhabited? Marcelle helped to have the animals relocated by
going before Federal Judge Takasugi.
Well, that case was the impetus for her
to organize the Attorneys for Animal
Rights. It's 4 months old with approximately 40 attorneys already members.
Anyone interested can contact her at
her Pasadena offices (213) 793-6139).
Mark H. Rademacher '77 is with
Bishop, Fitzer and Rhodes on the
Miracle Mile (Wilshire Blvd. to nonAngeli no's).
Eleanor E. Barrett '78 is very busy
as an assistant DA assigned to the Pasadena offices, but never too busy to
promote ERA. She flew to Chicago
to support its passage.(Three cheers!).
Troyce Henry '78 not only moved
into her new law offices in Woodland
Hills, she also found time to participate
in a seminar on "Women and Divorce."
She discussed the legal aspects in a talk
entitled "The Language of Dissolution."
Doris Nistler '78—Have briefcase,
will travel! Doris can be seen most of
the time at either the LA, Van Nuys or
Santa Monica Administrative Hearing
Offices for Workers' Compensation.
But, sometimes she has to go by way
of Santa Barbara, Ventura or San Luis
Obispo for her office, Miller and Tolse
in Thousand Oaks. .. Raymond Turchin '78 (Florie's husband) went
straight into practice with Patterson,
Wittner and Lockwood with 10 years
of medical malpractice expertise behind him. He had 5 years in charge of
such cases at Farmer's Insurance and 5
more years heading up medical mal-

practice investigations at the R.J.
Frasco Company.

Births

Judy (Ferguson) Patel '78 is the recipient of a Title 7 Fellowship from
HEW. Judy is doing coursework at
Cal-State, Fullerton, and also works
for the Monrovia USD.
Elda Lopez '79 appeared in "The
Roughnecks" on KTTV (Channel 11)
in May . . . Lady Luck was with Kathy
Tahmizian '79, when she appeared on
the television game show, Wheel of
Fortune, last November. She won over
$12,000 in prizes including a 1980
Subaru and a vacation in Europe.
Kathy teaches 5th grade at Rancho
Santa Gertrudes School in the Los
Nietos School District.
Virginia Walsh '78 was recently
promoted to the position of associate
counsel for Lloyd's Bank, California.
As part of her responsibilities, she has
developed a wealth of knowledge regarding Federal Regulation "E." You
ask what that is? Regulation "E" is
the label which covers paperless transactions that result in any debit or credit to a consumer's asset account. Examples would be automatic teller
machines, automatic payroll deposits
and automatic social security deposits.
Beyond these minor notes, you'd have
to talk to the expert—No, not Merrill,
Lynch, etc.; yes, Virginia.
Robert Gillon '79 resigned from the
LA County Sheriff's Dept. to form a
new law practice—Levin and Gillon—in
the Palmdale area. When he finds time,
he likes to fly planes and gliders or jog.
Constance (Redbird) PinkermanUn, M.D. '79 is not the "normal" law
school graduate nervously awaiting bar
results. She's too busy practicing medicine in her medical clinic in the Hollywood Taft Bldg. at Hollywood and
Vine. She's also planning her annual
tour to the Northern Cheyenne Tribes
in Lame Deer, Montana where she's
medical advisor to the Northern Cheyenne traditional Indians.

To Michelle Lynn (Yaussi) and Raymond Kimball '67, an adopted son and
first child, December 28, 1979.
To Joan and Ken Farber '68, a son and
first child, Nicholas Joseph, September 4, 1979.
To Janet (Woodfield) and William
Goodson '68, a son, William Hammach
Goodson IV, February 26, 1980.
To Susan (Terry '69) and John Armstrong '68, a daughter, Hilary Gail,
June 22, 1979. A sister for Luke
Robert (4).
To Sally (Robinson '69) and John
Hales, a son, BryceAllen, April 1, 1980.
To Carol (Fuller) and Michael Stella
'71,a son and first child, Michael
Fuller, February 29, 1980.
To Anne (De Armond '72) and Rob
Colvin '72, a daughter and first child,
Alicia Anne, August 14, 1979.
To Christine (Klokow '72) and Tom
Reasin '68, a son, Thomas Robert, a
brother for Heather (5), August 21,
1979.
To Merilyn and Bob N. Shirley '72,
a daughter and first child, Kathryn
Lynn.
To Aileen and Stan Smith '73, a
son, Sasha, January 14, 1980.
To Emily (Waldo '73) and Philip Stoll
'72,
a son and first child, Brian Russell,
January 28, 1980.
To William Nelson '74 and his wife, a
son and first child, Christopher Taylor,
January 5, 1980.

Marriages
Judy Stratton '61 to Stan Cooper,
July 1978.
Jan Herzberg '73 to Steve Pastko,
October 1979.
Martha Morris to John C. Proctor '74,
December 29, 1979.
Shari Harvey '75 to Tom Sayre, August 11, 1979.
Michele May '77 to Thomas Somers
'76, March 15, 1980.
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In Memoriam
Emory L. Morris, former Trustee.
1905 Genevieve (Charles) Sutherland, May 22, 1979.
1918

Ruth Ellen (Lichty) Clement,
June 1979.
Woodville Bates Conway,
March 13, 1980.

1919 Faye (Williams) Hampton,
March 19, 1980.
1920

Nellie Abbott.

1925

Nettie Ellen Denning.
Paul Williams, April 1980.

1926

Arthur Edwin Foint, July 8,
1977.

1951

Mary (Cloyd) Magruder, Oct.
25, 1979.
Jonina K. T. Summers, Jan.
1980.

1952

Jean B. Wall.

1957

Cleta (Smith) Williams, Sept.
1979.

(continued from page 12)

miniature book measuring 1 5/6"
x 2 1/4" is available through Lorson's Books & Prints in Fullerton.

Dr. Bergerson is associate professor of political science at
Whittier. He served in Vietnam
with the 1st Air Cavalry Division, and his book received the
Leonard D. White Award from
the American Political Science
Association. He and his wife,
Irene, have two children.

A Poet
Talks with Poets

Dr. O'Brien, Whittier College
Librarian, Cross Country Coach,
and graduate of the class of'61,
was born in Nebraska and has
lived in California since 1942.
He and his wife, Christina, have
two children.
The Army Gets an Air Force:
Tactics of Insurgent Bureaucratic
Politics, by Frederic A. Bergerson
(The Johns Hopkins University
Press, Baltimore, MD), explains
how a land army came to acquire
its own air corps and the process
by which America arms itself for
war. It uncovers the forces at
work within the military and is
especially relevant now as America begins to evaluate the realities
of the Vietnam conflict.

Teams in 1972 and 1976, was on
the campus as a Nixon Scholar.
Now Head Women's Track and
Field Coach at USC, where she is
completing her doctorate in the
Social Psychology of Sport, Ms.
Calvert gave a public talk on
"International Politics and the
Olympic Games," which drew
considerable interest in view of
the recent controversy surrounding the 1980 Summer Olympics.

Award-winning poet, linguist,
grammarian and teacher John
Ciardi was the Woodrow Wilson
Visiting Fellow in April. He met
with students and faculty in small
groups and gave a public talk on
"Guide to the Unknown American Language."

His first volume, Homeward to
America, won an Avery Hopwood
Award in 1939. Since then, interrupted only by his term of
military service with the Army
Air Corps in World War II, he has
brought out 36 books of poems,
mostly for children, and a complete translation of all three parts
of Dante's Divine Comedy. His A
Browser's Dictionary (on the origin of words and phrases) is due
for publication this August.

Olympic
Champion
Is Nixon Scholar
In May, Sherry Lynn Calvert,
a member of the U.S. Olympic
13

Ms. Calvert has compiled a
most impressive record in both
national and international competition. A participant in the
Central American Games in 1967
and 1968, she won three gold
medals in javelin, discus and the
440 relay, setting national and
meet records in all events and
being named outstanding athlete
in the 1969 Central American
Games. In 1970 and 1972 she
was American National Collegiate
Javelin Champion, setting new
records each time. In the Pan
American Games, she won the
silver medal in 1971 and the gold
in 1975. She serves as National
Athletes' Representative and is a
member of the International
Committee of the U.S. Athletics
Congress, the Board of Directors
of the Southern California Olympians, the Committee for a Proposed Better Olympics and the
World Sports Foundation.

President's
Conference
Room Open
The President's Conference
Room, which was refurbished at
the expense of Richard M. Nixon
'34 to hold the memorabilia he
and Mrs. Nixon gave his alma
mater last year, has now been
completed.
The objets d'art displayed in
glass cabinets around the room
were all presented to the Nixons
while he was Vice President or
during their travels abroad as
private citizens.
Over 60 articles comprise the Model of an Arabian sailing ship (Photo: Daily News)
collection, which includes such
an intrinsic beauty in addition
1980's, one of which is the
unique items as a letter from John
to
their
historical
interest,
and
a
positive acquisition of the "Meek
Adams written to Brigadeer Gennumber are of great value, in- Collection" of John Greenleaf
eral John Thomas in 1775 and a
Whittier that has been offered
cluding a suit of 17th century
document signed by Abraham LinJapanese armour.
to the College.
coln appointing Laurence Foster
Elizabeth "Bill" Tunison '43,
The room is kept at a constant
Associate
Professor of Education,
72 degrees to help preserve the
spoke
of
the
faculty's enthusiasm
memorabilia which will not be on
under
the
leadership
of President
open display for security reasons
Mills.
and because the Conference Room
Mike Adams '71, Director of
is a working area in which meetAdmissions,
gave a slide presentaings are held. In addition, of
tion
and
answered
questions on
course, a constant flow of visitors
enrollment and asked alumni to
would disturb students trying to
help in referring students for
study. However, Dr. Philip O'Brien
admission.
will make special arrangements for
Impact Meetings are being
small groups who are anxious to
planned for area alumni in San
view this addition to the College's
Francisco,
Sacramento and Phoeother collections.
nix to be held in the early fall.

Phoenician cosmetic glass
(Photo: Daily News)

of Virginia as agent for the Chippewa Indians of Mississippi in
1862. The oldest object on display is a Phoenician cosmetic glass, dated between 100 and
200 A.D. presented by former
Israeli Defense Minister Moshe
Dayan. Many of the items have

San Diego
Impact Meeting

Golden
Anniversary

Students from the 1950's were
in the majority at the Alumni
Brunch on Sunday, April 27, at
San Diego's Atlantis Restuarant
in the beautiful West Room.
It was arranged by Attorney Jim
Goodwin '66. Seventy-five enthusiastic and interested alums
from 1929 through 1976 were
present to hear President Eugene
Mills tell about plans for the

Commencement Day 1980
brought back memories to the
members of the Class of 1930 who
met in the Richard Ettinger
Faculty Center to observe their
50th Anniversary.
Spearheaded by Charles Kranz,
some 50 members of the Class
and their spouses enjoyed a sitdown luncheon and shared their
varied experiences. Dr. Howard
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House brought an unexpected
guest, Nanette Fabray, motion
picture and television star, who
had had her hearing restored by
the work of the Ear Research
Institute founded by Dr. House
in Los Angeles.
Laura (Henley) Brown was in
charge of the table decorations,
which featured a replica of the
"Rock" with the numeral 30 on
each one. Name tags and place
cards, depicting pictures of each
alum, were hand-made by Perl
Guptil.
Dr. Howard House and Nanette Fabray with Dotty and Gene MilLs.

Golden Anniversary Club
CLASS OF 1930 JOINS GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY CLUB
(Front row) Edwin Millar, Frances (Brabrook) Adams, Leon Lee, Charles Kranz, Rev, Everett Schnieder.
(Middle row) Katherine (Balden) Juday, Elizabeth (Green) Haworth, Lois (Patterson) Anderson, Peggy (Keating) Johnson,
Laura (Henley) Brown, Nadine (Miller) Cummings, Teresa (Miramontes) Gleason, Hammond Green.
(Back row) Evelyn (Starbuck) Harner, Amelia (Martin) Greenlee, John S. Kimber, Perl N. Guptill, Dwight Cate, Dwight
Williams, Meredith Brown, George "Joe" Ringand, Roy Holmes, Dr. Hubert Semans, Raymond A. "Pete"Knidler, Wesley
Walker, Dr. Howard House.
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Alumni
Association
Recognition of retiring board
members and a report by Nominating Committee Chairman Bob
Capps '54, highlighted the final
Board Meeting of the term, which
President Susie Roberts '67 hosted in her Hacienda Heights home.
The Board passed a Resolution
which was later presented to
Loretta Cook '10, who celebrated
her 100th birthday on May 25.
A wine and cheese party for
the 1980 graduates was hosted
by the Alumni Association, headed by Alumni/Student Relations
Chairman Dante Marinelli '76.
Bob Blechen '56, vice president of the Alumni Association,
came up with a "gimmick gift"
that was well received by the
Class of 1980. This will enter
them on the "Alumni Giving
Honor Roll" with a percentage
never before attained by a
graduating class!!
Julia (York) Hockett '38, who
served an extra year to fill a
vacancy, received a four-year
Certificate of Appreciation. Those
receiving three-year certificates
were: Dr. Stuart Gothold '56,
Cary Hall '74, Arthur J. Hanson
'29, Joyce M. Jacobs '69, Tina
Kingsbury '77, Helen G. Smith
'52, and Wendell Sparks '72.
New members nominated for a
three-year term were: Anthony
Salcido '71, Julianne Causey
'57, Linda Pappas '78, Brian
McDonald '68 and Ray McMullen '54. Two presidential
appointments and a representative from the graduating class will
complete the list of new members of the Board.

Alumni Assist
Admissions
Thirteen hundred miles and
twenty-two hours of driving later,

it was over! Director of Admissions, Mike Adams '71, and
Doug Locker '79, Admissions
Counselor, along with freshman
Paul Rowan had completed a
three-day journey from Mammoth
to Fresno, (via Lake Tahoe due
to road closure over the Sierras
—honest!), and back to Whittier
in search of future Poets.
The venture began as a result
of an outstanding alumni recruitment effort by Mammoth High
School Baseball Coach Regan
Greene '73. Regan and Mammoth
High's Vice Principal Richard
McAteer '63 were instrumental
in bringing Mike Wade '82 and
Paul Rowan '83 to the Whittier
campus. They were also responsible for encouraging several high
school seniors to apply to the
College this year. The Admissions
Office then decided to make the
trip and host a dinner for students
and their parents in conjunction
with area alumni.
Parents of current Whittier
students from the Mammoth area
were also invited. They not only
attended, but were active participants in the program and brought
prospective juniors to the dinner.
As a result of this group effort,
thirty-five people attended the
April 14 dinner at Pea Soup Anderson's in Mammoth Lakes. Following the dinner program there
was a question and answer session, during which the subjects
ranged from financial aid to student life. The net result has been
that seven students have applied
for admission for the Fall of
1980. Special recognition for
their outstanding efforts must go
to Mr. Regan and Mr. McAteer.
The two students currently at
Whittier from Mammoth have already had a very positive impact
on the College. Mike is an active
member of the William Penn
Society, member of the 1980-81
Board of Governors, and a resi16

dent assistant in one of the dormitories. Paul, as a freshman, was
active in his dorm government in
addition to competing on the varsity football and baseball teams.
In baseball he was named second
team All Conference.
Following the Mammoth Lakes
program, another dinner was held
in Fresno with the assistance of
Sylvia (Miller) Walker '60. Ten
people attended the dinner at the
Velvet Turtle where they, too,
had the opportunity to ask questions regarding Whittier College.
The response to these two
programs has been very gratifying. The people, alums, prospective students, and their families,
have been extremely gracious and
very receptive. The opportunity
to exchange information in this
manner has been beneficial to our
alumni recruitment effort.
If you have any suggestions
for future programs in your area,
please contact either Mike Adams
or Doug Locker in the Admissions
Office.

Women's Auxiliary
Mrs. Carlos Ruiz, treasurer for
the Women's Auxiliary, gave her
annual report on Tuesday, May
13, at a luncheon in the Faculty
Center.
The Auxiliary has raised over
$7,000 this year and has contributed funds for the following
purposes:
Home Economics
Department - $1,500
Performing Arts - $1,000
Permanent planting outside
the Faculty Center - $500
Student Union - $1,500
Auxiliary Scholarship
Fund - $2,000
Music Department for a
Clarinet - $750
The money for these gifts was
raised through the Annual Christmas Boutique, the "Auxiliary Day
at Santa Anita," and from annual

dues. Life membership dues all go
to the Scholarship Fund.
The Auxiliary was organized in
1904 for the purpose of cooperating with the Board of Trustees,
Administration, faculty and students in their continuing efforts
to improve the educational proc-

esses and to increase public interest in the College. Any woman
who is interested in the College
may become a member of the
Auxiliary, and membership includes mothers of students, alumnae, faculty women and wives.
The annual dues are $5, or, at

Return to Elegance

the Patroness level, S25. A Life
Membership is granted to anyone
who contributes S50 to the Student Loan Fund. Students receive
emergency assistance through this
fund, which is replenished through
loan repayments and enrollment
of new Life Members.

Albert Henry Wilson IV '80, a graduate of the Home
Economics Department, recently designed, produced
and presented a fashion extravaganza that drew
plaudits from local newspapers. The pictures on
this page depict some of the twenty costumes modeled by students at the show on May 7. Albert, resplendent in tuxedo and wearing a broad grin, can
be seen in the group picture with some of the
models and their escorts.
In 1976, Albert appeared in the National Opera
Company's production of "Aida" and in 1977 he
was seen in "Black Tapestry" which was put on by
the Philadelphia Performing Arts Center and in the
Second Annual Festival at the Metropolitan Opera
House. He was nominated Model of the Year in
1978 and his name appears in "Who's Who in
America Under 35"for 1979. This year he has been
selected one of the "Outstanding Young Men of
America." He has appeared in several television
shows in the Philadelphia area, including "Dialing
for Dollars," "The Joel A. Spivak Show," "In the
City," and "Black Experience. "At Whittier he has
been active in all facets of the drama department.
Next year the talented young designer will be
furthering his career at a fashion school in Paris.
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The Pryme
Program
No, we're not being facetious,
this isn't a take-off on television's
coveted "prime time." It's an
acronym for "Personal Renewal:
Your Meaningful Education," and
it is a program designed to meet
the educational needs of the
"mature" student.
We classify mature students as
those over traditional college age
who want to re-enter the academic world for whatever reason—to
enrich their personal lives or to
further their careers.
There are numerous scholarships and grants available for such
individuals from College funds
and, in some cases, from State or
Federal funds. Moreover, there's
the "50-50 Club" which has been
operational for some time. Maybe
you weren't aware that those who
are 50 years old or older can take
courses at half the regular cost of
tuition?
In addition, many firms underwrite the cost of courses for employees so that they may progress
in management positions, something that anyone contemplating
returning to College should look
into.
It is an undisputed fact that the
population is composed of a greater number of "older" people
than in the past. The effects of
the pill and other contraceptive
devices, the "zero population increase" movement of the 60's
and early 70's, the Vietnam War,
and inflation have all taken their
toll on the birth rate. Many
schools have been forced to close
or to combine with each other
because there are too few children
in the classes. As a result, those
individuals who might have hesitated to return to the classroom
on account of age may well find
a large number of their contemporaries are enrolled with them.

Today's young people are not
nearly so intolerant of their
seniors as was the case twenty
years ago, nor are they themselves
as far out as their predecessors of
that era. In actual fact, it has been
the experience at Whittier that
the generations do not necessarily
form a gap, but that the young
are genuinely interested in the experiences of those older than
themselves—maybe it's a sense of
"living history"—and those who
are older enjoy the enthusiasm
and effervescence of their younger companions.
Another point. There are so
many distractions in college at the
traditional age, so many facets of
living to be experienced for the
first time. New people to meet,
new ideas to assimilate, a new independence to be savored. Some-

times it becomes a little difficult
to settle down to study, perhaps
a little hard to relinquish precious
personal time for writing papers
and doing projects. Self-motivation has to be acquired. The returning student has that motivation and has a clear goal to
achieve.
This is the experience of those
who work for a Master's degree
and it is no less the experience
of someone who is for the first
time, and later than what is commonly called the "norm," studying for the first degree.
Accomplishment is what the
Pryme Program is all about at
Whittier College, and there is little
in this life that can provide a
bigger "upper" than working for
a degree and finally receiving it!

Pictured above, Dr. Gerald Paul of the Speech Department, at his wedding
to Joan M. Kittell MA '79. Dr. William Hornaday '33 (L.) and Dr. Ezra
Ellis '28 performed the ceremony. Dr. Hornaday is the senior minister of the
Los Angeles Founder's Church of Religious Science, and was one
Of former President Nixon's debate partners as an undergraduate. Dr.
Ellis is a retired minister of the First Friends Church of Whittier and a
former faculty member in the Department of Philosophy and Religion. He
was also a cheerleader for the four years he was an undergraduate.
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Memorial services for former
Judge Marvin A. Freeman, who
died May 10 following a heart
attack, were held at the Ross
McCollum Law Center of WCSL.
Judge Freeman, 69, retired in
the fall of 1979. He had accepted an appointment as Dean of
the University of San Fernando
College of Law, after twelve years
as a Los Angeles Superior Court
judge. He had sat in general
criminal and civil courts, as well
as the special Mental Health Department, Juvenile Court and the
Family Law Department, having
been presiding judge of the latter
two Courts.
His judicial assignments, like
his academic and personal interests, were varied. He came West
from Cleveland, Ohio, in 1917,
attending Los Angeles public
schools and moving to northern
California where he studied one
year at Stanford University before
transferring to Heidelberg University and the University of Vienna
to study psychology.
A 1938 graduate of USC Law
School, Judge Freeman had worked on The Law Review and
was admitted to the Order of the
Coif. From 1939 to 1967 he was
a partner in the firm of Freeman,
Blum and Propper. During two of
those years, he served as chief
council for the Paper and Paper
Products Branch of the Office
of Price Administration in Washington, D.C., as a member of the
Armed Forces.
lyon Blum, one of many friends
who shared remembrances, recalls
that when he, as a new bar admittee, first met Marvin sitting in
his law office behind a large oak
desk with paneled walls, Marvin
was his idea of a "real lawyer."

"Marvin considered each case a
new venture, each client exciting." Blum said, "He had an abiding affection for his clients.
He administered to their emotional needs as well as their
legal needs."
This ability to empathize carried over to his interactions with
the law students he encountered
as a law professor at Southwestern
Law School, Beverly Law School,
WCSL and the University of San
Fernando College of Law. As
Judge William Hogoboom fondly
remembered, not only as a fellow
Superior Court Judge, but also as
a fellow author of legal books and
fellow law professor, Judge Freeman combined his great knowledge of the law with teaching.
This has led to three decades of
loyal admiring law students who
entered the profession Marvin so
dearly loved.

Judge McFadden sent a message which described one of
Judge Freeman's abilities: "He
had a way of smoothing ruffled
feathers." He utilized this ability
whether it was as a member of
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the various Bar Associations, the
Executive Committee of the Conference of State Bar Delegates,
as President of the Beverly Hills
Bar, as Chairman of the State Bar
Committee on Continuing Education, the Committee of the
State Bar Journal or the Disciplinary Proceedings of the State
Bar.
Whether he dealt with a fellow
member, student, administrator,
client or litigant, Judge Freeman
had a manner that emanated
understanding, strength and moral
support. "He was always there,"
as former student and friend,
Buffy Lyn Roney '78, said.
Richard Johnson expanded the
picture by telling how Judge
Freeman was a man who could
speak on any topic from bluebirds to fancy restaurants, and,
Campbell Holmes added, Shakespeare and botany, noting Judge
Freeman's classical background
and his love of jazz which led to
a partnership in Dial Records.
Holmes said Judge Freeman
once quoted Abraham Lincoln
to him regarding the death of a
loved one: "No matter how hard
it seems now, time cures and
sweet memories replace painful
thoughts."
Judge Freeman was fond of
quoting. Following the services,
another former student, Celeste
(Scaizo) Mulrooney '77 mentioned a quote he had given her
from W. Somerset Maugham's
A Writer's Notebook. It may
well describe Judge Fi-eeman's
view of life.
"I think there is in the
heroic courage with which
man confronts the irrationality of the world a beauty
greater than the beauty of
art."
We express our sincere condolences to those "beautiful"
survivors of Judge Freeman,
his wife, Gloria, and children
Bruce, Richard, and Janet.
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In Memoriam:
Judge Marvin H.
Freeman

WCSL Hosts
"Battered Women"
Seminar
On Saturday, April 12, the Law
School opened its doors to more
than 200 people who were interested in the topic, "Can the Law
Help a Battered Woman?" The
conference was presented by the
Women and the Law Committee
of the Los Angeles County Bar
Association Barristers. Professor
Gail F. Brod from our Law School
chaired the event.
Ms. Brod developed a full day's
program that began with Judge
Billy G. Mills, the Supervising
Judge, Family Law Department,
Los Angeles County Superior
Court and Patti Oakes, speaking
on "Domestic Violence." Judge
Mills shared data he had gathered
from dealing with such problems
from the bench and as a member
of the California Legislative SubCommittee on Domestic Violence
and the Los Angeles County
Committee for the White House
Conference on Families.
Geraldine Butts Stanly, the
Founding Executive Director of
Woman's Shelter, discussed whether "A Battered Woman Needs a
Psychiatrist or a Lawyer."
She pointed out that most battered women tend to be traditional women whose image is dependent on her "man's validation
of her as a woman and a person."
The husbands are men holding
various career positions in life. He
could be a plumber or an accountant; a high school or college graduate; rich or poor.
One of the difficult problems
that the social services, lawyer or
court must recognize when dealing with a female victim of battery
is that the dependent role she has
taken precludes an immediate
ability to break out of the violent
environment to which she has
become so accustomed.

A panel of legally-oriented individuals addressed the latter problem. Judge Robert Fainer, Appellate Department of the Los
Angeles Superior Court and
Chairperson, Advisory Commission on Family Law to the California Senate Sub-Committee on
Administration of Justice, spoke
along with James C. Hardin,
Commanding Officer of Detective Services Group, Los Angeles
Police Department, and member
of the Los Angeles County Domestic Violence Council; Susan
Kaplan, Deputy City Attorney
and Domestic Violence Coordinator for the Los Angeles City Attorney, also a member of the
LACDVC; and Jean Matusinka,
Deputy District Attorney in
charge of the Child Abuse and
Domestic Violence Unit.
Ronald H. Cooper, Esq. and
Susan K. Weiss, Esq. pointed out
what legal remedies are available
to a battered woman who was
not married or, if married, was
obtaining a divorce and did not
want the beater in jail. Mr. Cooper
noted that the Domestic Violence
Prevention Act will replace CCPF
527, (effective July 1, 1980) so
as to prevent recurring acts of violence. Sharon Nader Sloan, Esq.
then focused on the non-citizen
victim and beater using firsthand
knowledge as an immigration
specialist.
Lastly, Jeanne Taylor, Coordinator of the Pasadena Commission
on the Status of Women, shared
the cooperative approaches used
in Pasadena by the police, prosecutors, medical personnel and
social workers.
Before the conference adjourned, Professor Brod's efforts in presenting a well organized, thoughtprovoking subject, were applauded. It is this type of public service
event that helps make for a
better caring community. Professor Brod deserves another round
of applause.
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Alumna Profile:
Judith Meisels
Ashman
'I'm up before 6 a.m. each
morning to jog. It's a routine
that not only is invigorating, but
helps me through my busy day,"
says Judith Meisels Ashmann.
With a schedule like hers, it's important to develop and store the
fuel needed to get through a day.

One moment she's in the Central District offices of the United
State Courthouse in Los Angeles;
the next she's rushing for a plane
to make connections with the
U.S. Attorney Executive Offices
in Washington D.C.
As the Executive Assistant to
the United States Attorney in
California's Central District, Andrea Ordin, we can safely say that
Judy's achieved quite a lot since
graduating Magna Cum Laude in
1972. Her new position could
have her solving an administrative problem involving one of 97
attorneys or her 106 support
staff members. Further, if some
policy advice is needed on substantive issues, she is sought out.
Whether anyone will find her is
another story, however, because
she could be attending to her
responsibilities as coordinator of
the Civil Rights Unit, handling a

mission, and coordinator of the
A.G.'s Women's Rights Task
Force. She has also been on the
Executive Committee of the Barristers for Los Angeles County
Bar Association, a member of the
Barristers Committee on Victims
and Witnesses, co-chair of the
Barristers Trial Attorney Project,
member of the Special Committee on Warrants to Search Lawyers' Offices, and a CEB panelist.
Presently she is a delegate to
the State Bar Convention for the
Los Angeles County Bar Association, an ABA member of the Individual Rights and Responsibilities Section, a member of the
Legislative Committee of the
County Bar, and on the Executive Committee and treasurer of
the Human Rights Section.
All these activities have not
gone without notice. In 1978,
she was appointed by Gov. Jerry
Brown to the California Law
Revision Commission. She has
since contributed her time to help
update and analyze outmoded
areas of law. The topics have included creditor's remedies, community property, guardianship
and conservatorship, confessions
of judgment and adoptions.
With what time she can squeeze
into her busy schedule, she even
manages to go backpacking, skiing, and takes in a movie or
concert.
Judy's career has been very fulfilling. She is pleased with her
decision to pursue governmental
legal practice. One of her former
law professors and a man whom
she acknowledges as her mentor,
the late Marvin A. Freeman,
had tremendous influence regarding her choice. He suggested she
pursue such a career. He had seen
her work product, not only in her
role as a law student, but also as
a probation officer assigned to
his court where she clerked for
3 years. "Working with Judge
Freeman prepared me for dealing
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with 'people problems.' I became
more sensitive to others."
She feels that being a government attorney has some advantages over private practice. "It is
an excellent way to obtain experience as quickly as possible.
You're immediately given full
responsibility for your case assignments." She noted that "too
often a new attorney does the
research and the senior partner
walks into the courtroom with
the finished product."
As one can see after reviewing this profile, she has always
been in charge.

Mark Your Calendar
Remember the State Bar Conference beginning September 30,
1980, in Monterey. Our honored
speaker will be Betty Bryant a
'68 alumna. She has returned to
L.A. from Sacramento where she
was with the Office of Business and
Economic Development. Betty
now sits on the Board of Directors for the American City Bank.
REMEMBER! TURN TO THE
"OLD ACQUAINTANCES" TO
FIND OUT ALL ABOUT YOUR
FELLOW ALUMNI.
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public relations matter, or interviewing prospective assistant U.S.
Attorneys.
In addition to all that, she will
soon begin assuming some cases
to keep her litigation abilities in
top form. It could be either a
criminal or civil case.
Judy's background has provided her with a solid foundation for
whichever of those endeavors she
pursues. From 1976 to 1979 she
was Special Counsel to the Los
Angeles City Attorney, Burt Pines.
She was head of the Special Counsel Section. Again, she wore different hats throughout the day.
Her duties included advising
Mr. Pines on matters of policy;
coordinating the public relations
activities which included making
personal appearances; handling
the office's legislative program;
and doing research and providing
advice on legal issues and law reform. She especially enjoyed
developing special projects designed to improve the criminal justice
system. Since she had tried many
criminal cases, she had firsthand
knowledge of necessary changes.
Her litigation experiences also
included civil cases which she had
handled as a California Deputy
Attorney General from 1972 to
1976. There she was in charge of
the Constitutional Rights Unit as
well as working a concurrent assignment in the Consumer Protection Unit.
As head of Constitutional
Right activities, she supervised all
litigation, legislation, opinion and
policy work. As a deputy in the
Consumer Protection Unit, she investigated, negotiated and litigated at the trial and appellate
levels, various violations of both
California and Federal laws.
Judy's expertise was put to
good use, not only as an advocate, but also as a consultant to
the California Commission on the
Status of Women, the California
Fair Employment Practice Corn-

Hall of Fame
Kenneth L. Ball '34 emceed
the second induction of former
athletes and friends into the
Whittier College Athletic Hall of
Fame on Wednesday, May 14.

Whittier College in the Early
Twenties." Chairman Ball then
presented him with a plaque
showing a picture of him taken
in 1921 when he was a member
of the champion team.
An added pleasure was the
presence of members of the Noble
Renneker Family who could not
attend the induction that saw
Noble Renneker '09 as the first
inductee. Family representatives
came from Montana, Oklahoma,
Sacramento, Riverside and Newport Beach, California.

Godfrey Honored

Bob Ashton '27 and Bill Schroeder.

Dr. Max McPherson '23 and Ken Ball.

In 20 years of coaching Whittier
College football, John Godfrey's
teams won 120 games and nine
conference championships. As impressive as that record is, he'll be
remembered for more meaningful
things.
Comments by former players
attending the 11-9-5 Club "Godfrey Testimonial Dinner" at the
Faculty Center bore out this
theory, focusing on two distinct
traits—love and respect.
It showed in the speakers'
faces and in the tone of their
voices as they shifted from the
roast to the toast and imparted
their feelings directly to this man

who meant a great deal to each
of them.
Five of Godfrey's players achieved NAIA All-American recognition and three of them attended the dinner.
Stan Sanders '63, was selected
on the first team in 1961. Vern
Brock '66 made it as a second
team offensive back in 1964 and
came back the next year as a first
team defensive back. Dave Newell '69 was the center on the 1968
first team.
The others were Ken Gregory
'64, a first team end in 1960 and
Dick Peter '63, a first team
tackle in 1962.
Dave was the master of
ceremonies, spicing the evening
with anecdotes.
"It was fun time playing football for Godfrey," said Larry
Jaro '65 who had specialized in
running and blocking when on
the team.
Bill Workman '64, a player for
two seasons and an assistant
coach for another five, recalled
the stabilizing effect Godfrey had
on him.
Several former gridders showered him with gifts.
Speaking for the College, President Emeritus W. Roy Newsom
'34, said "this occasion is mute

W. R. "Bill" Schroeder of the
Citizens Savings Athletic Foundation, presented the plaques to the
inductees and representatives of
their families.
Those honored were: Frank
Crites '12, Don Douglas '17, Joe
Buckmaster '24, Edward "Puss"
Thompson '24 and Bob Ashton
'27. Aubrey "Gus" Wardman,
friend and benefactor of Whittier
College, represented by members
of his family, was also inducted,
the plaque being received by his
grandson, Don Wardman '49.
The featured speaker was Dr.
Max McPherson '23, who related
his experiences of "Athletes at

John Godfrey with High School Coaches. (L. to R.) Len Mussack '67, Royal Oak;
Dave Newell '69, Bell Gardens; John; and Bill Workman '64, Edison, Huntington
Beach. (Photo: Daily News)
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evidence of what a teacher on a
college campus can do for a
group of young men."
"The Tiger," who has decided
that 31 years coaching football
is enough will not forget the
standing ovation he received as
he went to the podium.
As is his custom, he gave credit to the prowess of his former
players. "I've always believed
that the function of a college
athletic program is to contribute in some way to the youngsters who are a part of it,"
Godfrey said. "if we can do this,
our program has been successful,
regardless of whether we win or
lose. —JS

11-9-5 Club
Besides being a year with the
most paid memberships, in 197980 the 11-9-5 Club completed a
very important project, the establishment of the Whittier College
Athletic Hall of Fame.
For many years a Hall of Fame
has been a long-felt need, and
Ken Ball '34 was the prime motivator in getting it completed.
Under his leadership, a committee
was formed that has nominated
26 athletes, coaches and friends
at two induction dinners.
The 8th Annual 11-9-5 Club
Golf Tournament at the Western
Hills Golf and Country Club on
May 19 had a record entry and
was successfully run by Tom
Sepulveda '41.
Winners were: Jean Martin '50,
low gross (74); John Arrambide
'35, Peoria low net; Bob Clift '40 3
"closest to the pin"; and Jack
Mele '43 with Doug Locker '79
longest drive.
Herman Fink '35 was elected
president for the 1980-81 term.
New Board members, with a
three-year term, were Jay Gould,
Whittier businessman, Tom Hunt
'37, Bruce G. Martin '57, Dr. Jeff
Muller '74 and Jim Perry '35.

The next meeting of the Board
will be held at Herman Fink's
home on Balboa Island on September 4. See you there!

Athletic Honors
Johanna DeYoung has become
the second female in two years to
be named scholar athlete of the
year at Whittier College.
President Eugene Mills presented the trophy to DeYoung, a
mainstay of the Poet track and
field team, at a Wednesday noon
faculty recognition luncheon.
Also highlighting the awards
program was the selection of Pat
Mathews and runner Josie Candela
as male and female athlete of
the year. The 1195 Club-sponsored trophies were presented by
Bernette Cripe, assistant athletic
director.

mediate hurdles and 440 and ran
on both relay teams.
DeYoung holds Whittier records in the high jump and 400
meter run.
She also lettered in volleyball
before a recurring knee injury,
which later resulted in surgery,
forced her to give up the sport.
Mathews, a two-time AllAmerican, holds the conference
record in the 100 breaststroke
and was the SCIAC champion
in the 100 and 200 breaststroke events.
He qualified for the NCAA
Division III nationals in the 50
freestyle, both breaststrokes, the
400 medley and 400 freestyle
relays.
Candela set cross country
course records at Whittier and
Dominguez Hills, was unbeaten in

(1. to r.) Pat Mathews, Coach Bernette
Cripe, Josie Candela. (Daily News)

Johanna DeYoung and President Mills.
(Photo: Daily News)

DeYoung, a senior from Kirkland, Washington, is a business
administration major carrying a
3.86 scholastic average.
Track captain for three years,
she set school records in the 100,
200 and 400 meter runs as a
sophomore and was second in the
conference in all three events.
As a junior she placed in the
conference meet's 100, 200 and
440 relay events and this spring,
placed in the 200, 400 inter23

dual meets, finished sixth in the
conference meet and 29th in a
field of 76 at the WAIAW Division III regionals.
She currently holds school
track marks in the 800, 1500,
3000 and mile relay team and
placed in both the 1500 and
3000 during the conference meet.
Candela is a former scholarathlete at Rio Hondo College.
Other awards:
Football—Gordon Chamberlin,
most valuable defense; Ray Chavez, most valuable offense; Tony
Primrose, captain defense; Jeff
Smith, captain offense. Soccer—
Jaime Munoz, most valuable;

Steve Wale and Anton Goetz,
captains.
Women's Cross Country—Josie
Candela, most valuable; Jennifer
Miller, captain and most improved; Men's Cross Country—
Dennis Forthoffer, most valuable
and captain; Bill Fuentes, most
improved.
Women's Volleyball—Julie Carlson, most valuable varsity; Laurie
Fortney, most valuable JV; Ruth
Ruff, captain varsity; Kathy
Alarid, captain JV;Terrie Mengel,
most improved. Water Polo—Jeff
Bare, most valuable and co-captain; Gil Ochoa, co-captain; Dave
Reno, most improved.
Men's Basketball—Chris Macrore, most valuable varsity; Stan
Tolliver, captain; Ken Brown,
Landreth Trophy for most improved; Greg McNair, most valuable freshman. Women's Basketball—Laurie Fortney, most valuable; Irene Henley and Claudia
Schalchlin, captains; Toni Virgin,
Bixby Trophy for most improved.
Wrestling—Dale Hale, most valuable and co-captain; Pete Barrera,
co-captain; Mike Vanags, most
improved. Women's Swimming—
Nani Nielsen, most valuable and
captain. Men's Swimming—Pat
Mathews, most valuable; Kip
Kolodziejski, captain.
Women's Tennis—Mary Jane
Allen, most valuable; Cathy Pearce, captain. Men's Tennis—Charles Larkam, most valuable; Richard Amador, captain.
Women's Track—Glenda Beshears, most valuable; Johanna
DeYoung, captain. Men's Track—
Roger Fulcher and Bernard Hause,
co-most valuable; Dennis Forthoffer and Roger Fulcher, cocaptains.
Baseball—Frank Mendoza and
Tony Woods, co-most valuable;
Frank Mendoza and Jim Pigott,
co-captains. Golf—Mark Rossi,

most valuable and captain; Steve
McGihon, most improved.

Track & Field
It was a memorable track and
field season at Whittier College.
Despite a flock of injuries and
disqualifications in both relays,
the Poets finished second to
Occidental in the conference
meet, dumping Pomona-Pitzer
down to third place for the first
time in five years.
Roger Fulcher, a double winner
in the 100 and 200 meters and
Bernard Hauser, 400 meter champion, were the individual stars.
Both qualified for the NCAA
Division III national meet. Eric
Owens dethroned teammate
Nick Harper in the 110 high
hurdle finals.
The Lady Poets were unbeaten
in dual meet competition, but
lack of depth hurt in the conference meet and they finished down
in the list behind Occidental,
Pomona and Claremont. Glenda
Beshears, despite a severe knee
injury, placed in the long jump,
100, 200 and 400 meter and
anchored the 400 meter relay
team.

Baseball
Whittier placed two players
among the top four hitters in
the SCIAC, but pitching problems
were responsible for a disappointing 10-8 record and a tie for third
place with Claremont-Mudd. La
Verne repeated as champion, followed by Oxy and Redlands.
Freshman shortstop Tony
Wood was second in batting with
his .459 mark and senior catcher
Frank Mendoza fourth at .440.
Both players and freshman out24

fielder Jesse Beukenboom were
voted to the first all-conference
team. Pitcher-designated hittier
David Ayala and first baseman
Paul Rowan made the second
team.

0
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The Poet swim team by
placing 10th in the NCAA Division III nationals achieved the
highest ever finish by a Whittier
intercollegiate sports team. They
moved up from 43rd the previous
season.
Junior Pat Mathews achieved
All-American honors in the 100
and 200 breaststroke events and
freshman Goran Jern, a transfer
from Sweden, duplicated Mathews' feat in the breaststroke
and added the 200 medley for
good measure. The other AllAmerican was Gary Benson in
the 50 freestyle.
Coach Bruce Brown is particularly happy that of the nine
swimmers qualifying for the
nationals, six were freshmen.

W

Tennis - Golf

The Poet golf team broke even
at 6-6 in SCIAC dual matches, but
did not field a full complement of
players for the conference meet
and received no points. They
finished fifth for the season and
placed Mark Rossi on the allSCIAC second team.
Both tennis teams were disappointing. The men were 3-16
overall and 3-9 in conference,
while the women were 1-17
overall and 1-9 in SCIAC.
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